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Seven Eski-mo Religious Movements :

DescrÍ-ption and Analysis

by

Paula Lee Holland

generally considered those forms of culture change, usr:ally

termed trrevitalizatlon movementstt, which involve the

attempt by members of a culture to establish a nehl cul-ture

in enti-rety or in substantial part. A number of such

attempts have been reported to have occurred among the

Eskimos, but they have been neither comprehensi-vely

described, except in one case, nor adequately analyzed.

Reasonably complete descrlptions, based. in each case on

compllation from several sources, of seven of these

movements occurrlng in Canada and Greenland are presented.

The socj-al, economic, politi-cal, and. cultural-

characteristlcs of the history of Eskimo-European eontact

in each area where a movement d.eveloped are then considered

within a conceptual framework based primarily on Burridgers

analysls of millenarian movements. The social, economic,

political, and i-deological features of each movement are

considered in relation to the specific features of the

contact situation in which each occurred- The movements

are then considered comparatively in order to identify

Studies of acculturation in the Arctlc have not
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regularitles in developmental processes, and are found to

folIow courses of development simj-1ar to those identlfied

by Burridge and by Wallaee in their studies of such

movements. The movements are seen as developing 1n

response to sltuations in which envlronmental-, social, and

eultural changes undermj-ned a traditional or current world

view and ethos, and they are interpreted as attempts to

establish a new religious system incorporating a more

satisfactory world view and ethos.
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The two and one half centuri-es of culture contact in

the North American Arctic have resulted in signlficant
changes in Eskimo cultures. These changes have been most

rapid and dramatic in the past thirty years, and have

coincided with the development of anthropological interest
in accul-turation. Consequently, much of the anthropological

study of the Eskimos has been concerned with change.

Studies of accul-turation in the Arctic, however, have not

generally considered those forms of culture change, usually

termed ( f ollowing Wallace, l-956 ) rrrevitalization movementstt ,

which involve the attempt by members of a cul-ture to

establish a new culture in entirety or in substantial part.

A number of such attempts have been reported to have

occurred among the Eskimos, but they have been neither
comprehensively described, except in one case, nor

adequately analyzed. The aim of this thesis is to provide

a reasonably complete description of seven of these

movements, and more significantly, to provide an analysis

of each movement in relation to the socio-cultural and

environmental situation i-n which it occurred., and a

comparative analysis of the processes of development of

CHAPTER T
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these movements.

The theoretical orientation of the analysis of the

movements is deri-ved pri-marily from Burridge t s ( 1969 )

analysi-s of millenarian mo,vements, and his formulations

provide the basis for the development of a conceptual

framework to be utilized in identifying signiflcant

relationships within and alnong the movements. \¡lhile the

movements which will be considered here are all religious

in nature, the supernaturallst approaches to the study of

reli-gion traditionally utili-zed 1n anthropology would be

of limited analytical productivity in considering them

since each involved more than just the relatlons between

humans and the supernatural. Central to the analysis of

the movements, then, is a view of religion, based on

Burridge (1969) and further developed with reference to

Geertz (L957), which avoids such limitations: religi-on

involves a concern with the nature and ordering of power

and serves to integrate and validate a peoplers world

view and ethos. Within this framework, movements are

viewed. as responses to situations in wfriån a group?s world

view and ethos are brought into question.

In light of this ori-entation, such movements will be

termed here rrreligious movementsrf and wil-I be defined as

attempts by the members of a culture to establish, 1n whole

or in substantial part, a new religious system
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incorporating a new world vlew and ethos.

The Study of Religious Movements

The study of religious movements has been of lnterest

to anthropologists since al least the late 19th century.

Mooney's 1896 study of the Ghost Dance of 1890 and

Williams I l-923 work on the Vailala Madness are the earliest

major field studies on this subject. Other early works

include Chinnery and Hadd.onrs ITIT arti-cle, based on

Chinneryts observations, which described five new religious

cults in Brltish New Guinea, and the studies by Chamberlain

(1913) and Wallis (1918) which were based on data gathered

by others.

Thes'e movements have been identified by numerous

'terms, i-nclud.ing: messianic movement (Barber f 941; Sundkler

1961; Ribeiro 1970), nativistic movement (Linton 1943),

revital-i-zatlon movement (Wallace 1956), mill-enarian

movement (Talmon L965; Burridge L969; Cohn L970), crisls

cult (LaBarre I?TI), religious movement (Mair I95B-59;

Fernandez 1964), accomodative movement (Voget 1956; Worsley

1968), vitalistlc movement (Smith 1954), nativistic cult
(Nash 1955), archaic form of social movement (Hobsbawm

1965), cult movement (Smith 1959; Voget 1959), redemptive

movement (Aberle L966; Jorgensen I972) and articulatory

movement (Lurie :-97]-).
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classifications for understand.ing and explaining this form

of socio-cul-tural change. Stating that nativistic movements

are concerned rrwith partlcular elements of culture, never

with cultures as wholesrt, Linton (1943) classified nativism

as either revlvalistic or perpetuative. In the former, o1d

elements of a culture are revived, in the latter, present

elements are maintained or perÞetuated. He further divided

movements into rational- and magical nativism on the basis

of the means used to attain the desired ends. The

intersection of these two dimensions resulted i-n a four-ford
classification of movements: rational-revivalistic, magical-

revivalistic, rational-perpetuative and magical-

perpetuatlve. fn The Peyote Religion among the Navaho,

Aberle Q966) proposed a classification based, âs was

Linton I s, on the intersectj-on of two dimensions, the amount

of change and the locus of change, for what he termed

social movements. Those movements characterized by total
change with the locus of change beJ-ng supra-individual are

cal-l-ed transformative movements; with the locus of change

being the individual, they are redemptive movements

Partial change with a supra-individual locus results in
reformative movements; with an individual locus , iE results
in alterative movements. I¡lilsonrs (Lg69) classification of
sects based on their rtresponse to the worldrf indj-cated

Various authors have proposed typologies or



seven types: conversioni-st, revoluilonary, introversionist,

manipulationist, thaumaturgical, reformist and utopian.

He stated that the classification is applicable to non-
't¡Iestern and non-Christian movements as well- as to those in

the Christian tradition. Hobsbawm Q965) delimited three

types of soclal movements, primarily on the basis of the

socio-economic systems in which they occur: primitive

movements, associated with pre-capitalist societies;

archaic movements (the focus of his study), associated

with a rapid transltion to capitalist society; and modern

movements, associated with established capitalist socio-

economic systems. Smith (L959) classified cult movements

into three types: nativistic, characterized by the revival
or perpetuatlon of aspects of culture; vitalistic,

involving Îtnewly percelved aspects of culturerr; and

synthetistic, id.entified by the combination of elements

from different cultures. The author further suggested

that rrmovements may be characteri-zed by certain contextual-

featuresrr, vLz., messlanism, millenarism, revivali-sm,

militancy and reformation. Critieizing typologies of

religious movements slnce they are, in effect,
classifications of whole movements on the basis of a few

traits, Kopytoff (1964) proposed that, rather than being

classifj-ed, movements should be compared on the basis of

'ranalytical profilesrr which would consider, and treat
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equall-y, all- traits found in movements.

Most of the general works on religlous movements are

not, however, primarily concerned with classification, but

are directed at an interpretation of the nature, causes or

functions of these movements. Wall-ace (1956) based his

analysis of mor¡ements on a psychological model of society.

Viewing society as an organlsmic system, he proposed that

when under stress societies will take emergency measures

to mai-ntain homeostasis. rRevitalizatlon movementst are

considered such a measure, and are seen as arising und.er

conditions of i-ndivid.ual stress. This stress is

essentially psychological in nature and results from the

inability of indlvidualsr mazeways (rfthe mazeuiay is nature,

society, culture, personality and body image as seen by

one person" ltOf6:2667 and it i-s the ind.ividual's

equivalent to the groupts tculturet) to prescribe actions

which reduce chronic physiological stress. A revitalj-zation

movement then is an rr. . . effort by members of a society to

construct a more satisfying culturett (1956:265). He also

attempted to delimit the structure of the revitalizalion

process by identifying stages in the development of

movements. Mi-llenarian movements are viewed by Burridge

(1969) as arising in situations in which a society's

current assumptions about the nature and order of power in

the world, and the rules and activities relating to that

-6-



power, are unable to account for a changed worl-d or to

provide for individual integrity under changed conditi-ons.

As responses to such situations, movements represent

experiments in constructing more satisfying cul-tures.

Three phases of a movement are ldentlfied: the first phase

j-s characterized by doubt concerning the current system,

the second involves general miLl-enarian acti-vities and

the appearance of the movement and the third entails an

attempt to establish new assumptions, rul-es and. activities.

Relative deprivation, defined as fra negative discrepancy

between legitimate expectation and actualityrr (Aberle

1970:209 ) is central to Aber]ets (1970) theory of social

movements. He viewed movements as responses to such

conditions, but indlcated that other responses are al-so

posslbIe. He identified four types.of deprivations:

possessions, status, behavior, and worth, and found that
the id.eology of any movement will- be rel-ated to the type

of deprivation a group may be experiencing. Mair (1958-59)

found a similarity among all the religious movements in
North America, Africa and Oceania that she examined, and

she saw this to be the result of the same social processes

operating in the incorporation of small-scale societies

into the industrial economy in each of the three areas.

She attributed the differences among the movements to

differences in the contact situation and incorporation
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process in each area. Lanternari (1963) viewed religi-ous

movements as arising out of situations of oppression,

which are primarlly a result of contact between cultures

in different stages of developmenb, but whJ-ch may also

derive from internal sources. The movements themselves

are considered to be innovatlve 1n character and

reformatory in their effect on society.

Rather than focussing on a general theory of movements,

however, the majority of studies concern speciflc movements

or the movements i-n a particular geographical area. these

studies are often analytical as well as descriptive, and

attempt to ldentify the significant factors involved in
the origin and development of the movements considered.

Many of these specific studies also suggest that the

explanations put forward have some general applicability.
The rise of separatist churches in Africa has been

descri-bed by Sundkler (1961) and Daneel (1971). Sundkler

identifies two major types in South Africa: Ethiopian,

those churches which represent secessions from European

mission churches, and Zionist, those which are primarily

sync.retistic and have no direct connections to any of the

mission churches. The Ethiopian churches tend to utilize
the traditional ZuLu pattern of kingship as an integrative
principle; the Zioni-st churches are focussed. primarily on

heali-ng. The emphasis in both types of churches is on

o



Afrlcan autonomy. Daneel- classifies separatist churches

in Rhodesia as Ethiopian and I spiri-t-type t . In structure

and orientation, they are similar to those described by

Sundkler. Analyzing and classifying African religlous

movements in general, Fernandez (1964) proposed a typology

based on the intersection of two dlmensions, the source of

the symbolism found in a movement (acculturated or

tradltional), and the way i-n which this symbolism is used

(instrumentally or expresslvely). Utilizing this typology,

he discussed the role of religlous movements in the socio-

political development of modern Africa.

The Oceanlan movements are perhaps the most widely

known religious movements, and are usually called cargo

cults since they often focussed on the arrival of European

goods (cargo) destined for the believers. Haddon (Chinnery

and Haddon I)LT ) saw oppression as a causal factor in the

rise of religious movements in New Guinea. Iirlilliams (1969)

found the Taro Cult to be the result of boredom. The

introduction of steel tools

. . . left him [the native gardener] with
a good deal of time on his hands.
l,rlhereas he must have formerly worked
off much of his surplus energy with
repeated bl-ows of a stone axe, he now
strikes a few blows with a steel axe
and his energy remains bottled in his
bosom (i¡lilliams 1969 292) .

Analyzing cargo cults which took place in New Guinea and

the Solomon Islands, Cochrane (L970:163) proposed tlnat

-9-



they were tt...attempts to foree Europeans (and Melanesians

in the 1963 movement) to recognize indigenous concepts of

status.tr On the basis of his experience i-n Tikopia, Firth
(L955) indicated that cargo-cult type activj-tles may occur

without the development of an organlzed movement. He

further suggested that cuLts tended to occì.ir as a result

of several factors relating to a disparity between desires

and the ability to satisfy them. Burridgets (1970) study

of cargo cults in Tangu focussed on the social and moral-

situation which gave rise to these movLments. Worsley

(1968) revi-ewed all recorded cargo cults in Melanesia and

identified colonial oppression as the cause of cult
formati-on. He lnt'erpreted the cul-ts as pre-political and

proto-nationalistic movements which, with suffj-cient
sophistication on the part of Melanesians, would be in

large measure replaced by nationalist movements and

political parties.

The maj ority of European' movements, and those in the

European tradition, have developed within the Christian

ambience and have generally been focussed on the imminent

Second Comj-ng of Christ or on the establ-ishment of utopian

communities. Cohn (fg70 ) viewed med.ieval European

religious movements as extremely varied in social

composition and function. His study is focussed on those

movements which he consi-dered the most radical-, and he
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concluded that these revolutionary millenarisms arose among

anomic, unorganized populations as a resul-t of disasters or

1n the midst of wider social unrest. Vrieinstein (1970)

provided an essentially historical analysis of the

Savonarola movement. He indicated that it did not have

its beginnings in economic crisls among those suffering

d.eprlvation, but rather it found supporters among the

wealthiest and best educated Florentines of the time.

Intel-lectual and socio-political factors in the Taborite

ideology have been discussed by Kaminsky (1970). Cross

( 1965 ) has wrltten a history of religious movements

(enthusiastic religion) in western New York during the

first half of the 19th eentury. Carden (I7TL) presented

a history of the Oneida community, and offered some reasons

for the failure of the ori-ginal utopian ideals of John

Humphrey Noyes. fncluded within the European.millenarian

traditj-on are the various rspace-ment movements, most conmon

in North America, which usually involve the expectation

that beli-evers wil-l be rescued from the imminent end of the

world by beings from outer space. Festi-nger, Riecken and

Schachter's (1964) socio-psychological analysis, based on

participant observation, 1s a thorough account of such a

movement. A number of moyements within the Christian

ambience have focussed on specific statements from that
religion's scriptures. LaBarre (L969) has studied one such

- 11-



movement in the southern United States, the snake-handling

cult, and concluded that it, like other movements, was a

psychological response of economically and socially

deprived groups to rapid social change.

Most of the literature on South American movements

concerns the various Brazilian messianic movements. Ribeiro

(1970) fras presented a brief summary and classiflcatÍon of

these and has emphaslzed the role of lndlvidual-s t motivations

in the formation of these movements. One of the earliest

descrlptions of such a movement is provided by da Cunha in

his treatment of the Canudos Íncident (f944; original L902).

It is detailed, but essentially literary and hÍghly colored

by the authorrs psychological and biological beliefs. In

her study of the tHallelujah' reli-gion among the Carib

speaking peoples of Guiana, Venezuel-a and Brazil, Butt

(1967) proposed that one feature, the ambivalent reaction

to the white man, was common in the teachings of all -r,he

prophets. In the Caribbean, the Ras Tafari movement has

been extensively studied. Simpson (t9lO) described the

movement and viewed it as arislng out of deprivation.

The numerous tNew Religionst that have occurred in

Japan during the last three and one half centurj-es have

been analyzed by McFarland (1970)'. He interpreted them as

tt...responses to the endemic recurrently intensified social

crisis . . . tt (1970 :54 ) that has been characteristic of
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Japanese history. Other movements in Asia have been

consld.ered. by Boardman (1970) and van der Kroef (1970).

Boardman indicated that the Taiping movement occurred at

a ti-me of rrpre-revolutionary unrestrr in China. He

explained the origins and content of the ideology of this

movement whlch promi-sed the millenium upon the ouster of

the Manchu dynasty. Analyzing three ïndonesian movements,

van der Kroef identified European colonizatj-on and misslon

activities as the catalytic agents in their formation, and

discussed sj-milariti-es and differences in psychological,

cul-turaI and ideological aspects of the movements.

The first field study of a religious movement was of

a North Amerlcan Indian movement. Sinc.e Mooneyrs study of

the Ghost Dance, movements in North Amerlca have been

extensively and intensively researched. ïn the

anthropological literature on religious movements, thls

area is perhaps the most thoroughly covered. Mooney (1896)

attributed the rise of the Ghost Dance to stress brought

on by poverty and oppression. Nash (L955) found that

acceptance of the 1870 Ghost Danee on Kl-amath Reservation

was due to deprivation and that the parti-cular forms the

movement took among the three groups present on the

reservation were related to the nature of deprivation

experienced by each group. Finding corroborative data in

Nash's work, Barber (1941) proposed that the difference



in the spread of the Ghost Dance of 1BZO and. that of 1B9O

was due to differences in the degree of deprlvatlon
experienced in the areas where it was accepted.. Hill (1944)

indicated that their fear of the dead and ghosts was the

foremost reason for the Navahos t rejectlon of the Ghost

Dance. LaBarue r s ( 1964 ) monograph on Peyotism includ.ed a

comparative study of the Peyote Cul-t on the Plains and a

review of Peyote studies. fdentlfying Peyotism as a

redemptive movement, Aberle (L966) interpreted it as a
response to deprivation brought about by forced government

livestock reduction among the Navahos. Foll-owing Aberle

(1966), Jorgensen (I972) classified. the Sun Dance among

the Shoshones and Utes as a redemptive movement and

attributed it to deprivation, but absolute rather than

rel-ative. He suggested, however, that deprivation alone

was insufficient in explaining the acceptance and

perslstance of the Sun Dance, and proposed that the

politico-economic system that caused the deprivation, the

aesthetic val-ue of_ the Sun Dance, and the religious
experience it provided for its adherents must also be

considered. Howard (1976) described the modern Gourd

Dance and discussed the tribal distribution of its
traditional antecedents. Once found only on the plai-ns,

it has now spread to other tribes, and in the authorts
view become an rndian revitalization or (following Lurie,

-14-



L97L) articulatory movement. lrlallace (L969) discussed,

in its historical and cul-tural context, the revitalization
movement 1ed by Handsome Lake among the ïroquois.

Although most geographical areas, and North America

in particuLar, have been well covered in the anthropological

literature on rellgious movements, one area has been largely

ignored: the North American Arctlc. A recent comprehensive

survey of movements by LaBarre (L}TI) made no mention of

any in Alaska, the Canadian Arctic or Greenland. In his

study of culture change among the Eskimos, Hughes (1965:L2)

indicated that there has been a lack of research on

tt. . . the interpenetration of aboriginal religious bel-iefs

with those of Christianlty...tt in Greenland; such is the

case in Canada and Al-aska as wel-l.1 Consideration of

religious change in the anthropological lj-terature has been

largely limited to noting the replacement of traditional-
beliefs by Christianity, âs in Honigmann (i.962t69), or the

reinterpretation of traditional religion in a Christian

framework, e.9., Vallee (f967:181-182). Some brief
descriptions and some very brief analyses compri-se the

extent of the avail-ab1e anthropological li-terature on

religious movements in the Arctic.

Stefansson (f9f3:429) reported that there had been

The Problem of Eskimo Religious Movements
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claims of special revelations and births of heralded

saviours among the Eskimos for many years. He referred

the reader to an unspecified publication by Rasmussen to

obtain further i-nformation. In addition to this

unspecified work, which is Rasmussen (f9OB¡, brief

accounts have also been provided by l,riallis (fgl+¡) and

Mathiassen (1928). Analyzing the history of Eskimo-

European relations in Povungnituk, Balikci Q959:I29)

commented upon the appearance of rrmessiani-c bel-iefsrt

during the period 1930-1950; he saw these as reflecting

the ecological crlsis present at the time. Considering

this same period of time in Povungni-tuk in a later work,

Balikci (Lg60:148) elaborated somewhat on the content of

these ttmessianic beliefstt, suggesting that rr...such

syncretistic processes of change might be of interest'r

(1960:139). Johnson (L962:67), referring to a religious

movement which occurred in the Belcher Islands, related

an account which is at variance with the five other

accounts of the same movement. ülorsley (1968:225) 
'

providing no references, reported that a movement took

place in Greenland in the 20tln century during which people

stopped hunting and ate their stores of food, and he noted

the occurrence of a movement on Baffin Island in the 20th

century. Giving Mathiassen (1928) and Honi-gmann (L962)

as references, Burridge (1969) stated:

--LU-



i-n North America the Eskimos seem to
have remained i-mmune I from
mllLenarian movementsl until, wlth
the economic disaster of the ? thirtles
which ruined the fur trade on which
they had almost entirely depended,
some groups decided to mould their
lives anew (L969 :33 ) .

However, the movement which Mathiassen rel-ated occurred

in 1920, and the one to which Honigmann referred occurued

in 1941 in an area in which trapping had always been a

marginal activity. Attributing their occurrence to the

conf J-i-cting teachÍ-ngs of missionaries, Jenness ( 19 64:67)

identified two rellgious movements in the Canadian Arctic.
He QgeT:I9 ) offered a similar explanation for the

appearance of native reformers in Greenland during the

early missionary period., and stated trrat these were no

longer 1n evldence by the end of the l8th century. This

woul-d not appear to be the case, however, sj-nce movements

were reported in Greenland in the 19th and 20th centuries.

The inadequate treatment of Eskimo religious movements

in the anthropological literature has not, however, been

entirely a result of lack of data. There are at l-east

seven movements in Greenl-and and Canada, one of which was

observed. by an anthropologist , tinal can be reasonably well
documented. These are the subject of this thesis.

In reference to the anthropological study of relì-gious

movements, Belshaw has i-ndicated that contri-butions can be

made in two ways:

-1'7-¿t



1 is to add to our corpus of factuaL
knowledge about particular cases. . . .
The 2nd is to analyze the movements
comparatively with a view to
revealing the processes which
contri-bute to their formatlon and
explaining regularities and
signif icant d.if f erences Q965 : 44 B ) .

The present work is an attempt to contri-bute to the study

of religious movements in general and Arctic ethnology in
particular in both of the areas indicated by Belshaw.

Descrlpti-ons drawn from a number of diverse accounts will

be provided of three movements which occurred in Greenland,

lncluding Sukkertoppen j-n LTBT, Friedrichstal in 1853-1854

and God.thaaÈ in l}OT-1908 and. four in Canada, including

occurrences in Labrador in 1873-187ll , the Melville

Peninsula in LgzO, so,uthern Baffin Island in 1921, and the

Bel-cher Islands in 1941

To make a contribution in the second area i-ndi-cated

by Belshaw, that of analysis, requires tlnaL these seven

movements be considered within some form of lnterpretive
framework. The framework which will- be utilized here is

based on Burridge (L969), but wil-1 also incorporate

relevant aspects of the work of other analysts. After

reviewing the analytlcal literature on religious

movements, this approach was chosen since it appeared to

have the greatest potential productivity, given the

nature of the data, in identifying significant factors j-n

rO



the origin, nature and development of the movements. The

information available lndicates that each of the movements

involved both secular and religious aspects, âs these terms

are traditionally defi-ned. in anthropology. Such a

distinction, however, was not apparently made by the

participants in the movements, and the imposi-tion of a

supernaturaL-human dlchotomy might have, therefore,

obscured significant rel-ationships wj-thln them. Burridgets

approach wil-I be utilized here since it takes into
consideratj-on the non-supernatural aspects of the movements

while maintaining recognition of the essentially religious
nature of the movements. The limitations of religious-

secular distinctions in the study of such movements will

be reviewed in the following chapter as an j-ntroductlon to a

full presentation of the analytical approach employed here.

Since the analysi-s of the movements will be directed
primarily at reveali-ng relevant factors in the situations
in which the movements arose, a consideration of traditi-onal
Eskimo world view and ethos- and of the nature of Eskimo-

European contact is necessary; both of these will be

summarized in chapter four. The major part of the analysis

will inyolye individual consideration of the movements in
order to identify significant factors in the specific
socio-cul-tural and environmental situations as these relate
to the origin, nature and development of each movement.
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A comparative anal-ysis

identifying proces sual

will- be provided in the

of the movements, dlrected at

simil-arities and diff erences,

concluding chapter of this work.
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The Sense of IReligioust in rReligious MovementsI

Most anthropological definitions of religion are

deri-ved from the minimal definitions proposed by Ty1or,

who found the essential characteristic of religlon in rrthe

belj-ef in Splritual Beings" (1920:t124) , and Marett, who

regarded belief in an intangible, impersonal supernatural

power as the basic concept in religion (1914:1-2). Thus

Radin viewed religion as including rr. . . a belief in spirits
outside of man, conceived of as more powerful than man...rr

(1937:3) and, more recently, Beattie (1964:238) and Goody

(196I:J_57) have regarded religion as concerning non-human

spirits and agencies, respectively. Wallace, suggesting

that Tylorts definition of religion remains respectable

(f96625), found religion to be characterized by the premise
tr..;that sou1s, supernatural beings and supernatural forces

existfr (1966:52) .

fn addj-tion to belief, most authors have included

activi-ties or behavior invol-ving the supernatural- beings

or forces as a necessary aspect of religion. Spiro, for
example, has defined religion as ttan institution consisting

of cul-tural-ly patterned interaction with culturally
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postu'lated superhuman beingsft (7966296), and Iliallace

(L966:Chapter 2) has delimited thirteen lfmini-mal-

categories of religious behaviorrr, such as prayer,

simulation, touching and not touching objects (mana and

taboo), congregation, and symbolism, which form the

substance of religi-on.

Such definitions have implied, and in many cases

made explicit, a distinction, based on belief in the

supernatural, between the reli-glous and the secul-ar. ïn

making such a distinctlon, Wallace viewed secular action

as rr. . . the manipulation of human relationships t and]

religious actlon as the manipulation of relationships

between human and supernatural beingstt (1956:277), and

sim1larly, Horton defined the religious as concerning
frman-to-godrr and the secular as trman-to-man relationshipstt
(L960:211). 't¡iithin the limits of these definitions, then,

the movements to be described and analyzed in this thesis

are clearly religious: they involve belief j-n and

acbivities or behavior directed towards supernatural

beings and forces such as spirits of the dead, God, Jesus,

and the devil-. They also include, however, activities

and behavior that could be considered secular on the basis

of these definitions, such as the distribution of food,

the creation of a new settlement, and assj-stance to the

poor.
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lrlhile recognlzing that any movement may contain both

secular and religlous aspects, Wallace has suggested that

they might be distinguished on the basis of the amount of

seeul-ar or religious activity which takes place in them

(19562277). Other authors (Hobsbawm t965265; Shepperson

I970:45) have made distinctions along these lines,

id.entifying movements as religious or secular. Most

analysts, however, have indicated that there may be

important secular aspects j-n religious movements and

religi-ous aspects in secul-ar movements.

Vriorsley (1968) , in discussing Melanesian cargo cults,

has found secular aspects to be of central- significance.

He emphasized that the movements have a religious form,

but a secular function. He saw the religious form as

necessary to achieve the integration and unity of

separate, mutually hostile groups i-n opposition to

European domination.

In a society split into numerous
component units, jealous of each
other and seeking to unite on a new
basis, a political- leader must
avoid identification with any

: i:iå "il# ;;::å?:"3'"ll,i"å3;';:u'
seeks to establish his movement on
the basis of a higher loyalty. By
projecting his message on to the
supernatural p1ane, he clearly
demonstrates that his authority
comes from a higher sphere. . .
(Worsley 1968 1237).

He saw these movements as itproto-national-rr formations
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which are suceeeded by more secular forms of politlcal-

expression QgeB:255).

In examining ltreformative movementsrr (Gaiw1io, Shaker

Church, Peyote Church) among North American Indians, Voget

Q956) found that they perform important functi-ons in the

adjustment of Indians to hihite society by raising their

self-esteem and providing a base for Pan-Indian

nationalism. These reformative movements are a necessary

phase in the development of the American Indian minoritles,

which follow "...efforts at reviving the past wlth ritual

and the assistance of a commanding supernatural fi-gurert

and whj-ch tt...pave the way for a more secular, pragmatic,

and accomodative adjustmentrr (]-9562259) .

Both Tal-mon (L965) and l¡laLlace (l-956) have pointed

out some significant religious aspects of secular

movements. Reviewing a number of works on millenarian

movements, Talmon indlcated the rrsemi-religious characterrr

and affinities wlth reli-g1ous mi-llênarism of what she

termed secular revol-utionary movements. The religi-ous

aspects of these political movements are found in their

being characterized by a world view which i-s total, and

which rrpurports to solve basic problems of meaning and

trace and interpret the unfolding of world historyrf

(1965:5!l). They contain an ideology which is tta matter

of ul-timate concernrr and which permeates every aspect of
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life, and they reject the existing soci-aI order and

anti-cipate that the realization of their ideals is

imminent (1965 :534-535) . Similarly, Íiallace, in

consldering Communist movements, which are usually

regarded as secular movements, found that rrsuch things

as the development of a Marxlst gospel with elaborate

exegesis, the embalming of Lenin, and the concern with

conversion, confesslon, and moral purity...have the

earmarks of religi-ontt (1956:277). Kl-uckhohn also found

that these movements have religlous aspects for fwhi]-e

they repudiate the supernatural, they give allegiance in

feeling as well as in thought to a body of doctrine that

purports to provide life with a fairly immediate

meaning Q.965 : xi ) .
. While these two forms of movements can be and have

been distingulshed on the basis of belief--the religious

invol-ves a belief in, and dependence ofl: supernatural-

bei-ng or forces while the secular does not--the two

apparently share a number of characteristics. These

similarities are found in acti-viti-es and behavior. Ïn

Worsleyts and Vogetrs works, the secular, or purely human,

aspects of religlous movements, such as politieal

integration, are indicated. Tn Talmon t s and h/all-ace I s

discussions, some activities of otherwise secular movements

are seen as being similar to religious activities although
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they lack the involvement of supernatural beings. That

1s, secular movements involve ritual and myth making, and

sacred figures, places, symbols and texts which are

d.irected at achieving tt...some of the very same kinds of

goals--ideological, sal-vational and revitalizalional--at

which religion is almedtf (I¡riallace Lg66:26L-262). :

A consideration of such similarities has led Wallace

to suggest that, in studying moiements, to stress obvious

dlfferences may be, in fact, to obscure any fundamental

simil-ariti-es which might exist in the socio-cul-tural- and

psychodynamic processes underlylng such movements

G9562277). lfhile he, Talmon, Voget and l,rlorsley have

polnted out similarj-ties, they see these as generally

superficial and they accept the di-fferences as a basis

for distinguishing the two forms of movements. Burridge

(1969), in his study of millenari-an actj-vj-ties, has

provided an approach to the identificati-on of basic

simil-arities by questioning the assumptions on which the

distinctions are based. Taking a broader vi-ew of

religion than tta belief in Spiritual Beingsrr, he found

that reU-gion is concerned with

the discovery, identification, moral
relevance and ordering of different
kinds of power whether these
manj-fest themselves as thunder, or
llghtning, atomic fissi-on,
untrammelled desire, arrogance,
impulse, apparitions, visions or
persuasive words (L969:5) .
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Such a definition avoids the implication that the

categories natural and supernatural, characteri-stic of
'trrlestern sclentiflc culture, represent a universally

accepted dichotomy. Hal-Lowe11's (l-969 ) analysj-s of the

Ojibwa behavioral environment, which includes both spirits

and non-spirits, indicated that this distinction is not as

clear-cut in other cultures, and as Beattie pointed out:
rrto an African or Melanesian it is just as rnaturaLr for

a rain maker to make rainr or for a witch to bewitch his

enemy, âs it ís for a woman to bear. children, or for a

man to harvest the crops he plantsrl (1964:203). Using a

wider definition of religlon, then, a sharp dj-stinction

between natural and supernatural becomes j-rrelevant

because rra11 that is.meant by a belief in the supernatural-

is the belief that there do exist ki-nd.s of pow"" whose

manifestations and effects are observable, but whose

natures are not yet fu1ly comprehendedrt (Burridge L969:5).

In the context of this. broader definition, basic

similarities between religi-ous, as traditionally defined,

and secul-ar revolutionary movements can be seen: both are

concerned with the ordering of power in the worl-d.

Secu]ar and religious movements, as Mair (L958-Sg:119)

and Worsley (L968;ZZTff) have indicated. share a concern

for the distribution of social, economic and political
po\¡ier. The tttotal- world viewtr which Talmon (L965) saw



as a religious aspect of revolutionary movements as wel-l

as a feature of religious movements also indicates the

concern with poi^rer and its ordering characteristic of

both types of movements. In belng total, the world view

attempts to order all kinds of power, both those whose

natures are known and those not fully comprehended, within
a general order for the uni-verse. In that they both

exhibit a concern for the nature and distribution of

power, the two forms of movements are not distinguished

here but are classed together. It is in this sense, then,

and not 1n the sense of rfbelief in the supernaturalrf , that
the Eskimo religlous movements to be discussed are termed
f relj-gious movementsI .

This fundamental similari-ty provides the basis for
the development of the conceptual framework that will- be

utilized 1n consldering these religious movements. The

approach is based primarily on the framework for the

analysis of millenarian activities developed by Burridge

(fge!:Chapter 2), but aLso takes j-nto consideration some

relevant aspects of the work of other anthropologists.
In it, religion is not viewed as peripheral to society,

but as centrally significant in that it involves a

peoplers most comprehensive ideas of the order and the

moral releyance of different kinds of powers that are

manifested in the world. Religious movements are seen
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as arising i-n situations 1n which the manj-festatlons and

effects of different kinds of power can no longer be

comprehended by the traditional assumptions about power

and no longer controlled by the tradi-tional moral order.

ïn considering the seven Eskimo movements, the focus

will be primarily on the situations in whích the movements

developed and on the movements as responses to these

si-tuations. The movements wil-1 be viewed as experiments

in creating a new world view and ethos, that is, as tests

of new hypothéses anout the nature of a changed worl-d.

Evaluation of thej-r success or failure, then, w111 be

avoj-ded since experiments which falsify hypotheses are

as successful as those which verify them. Features such

as'duration, sect formation, and political effects, which

might provide a basis for evaluation, wiI1, however, be

taken into consideration in the descriptions and analyses

of the movements. :

A Framework for the Analysis of Religious Movements

Religion: âs viewed here, involves a set of

assumptj-ons about power, Itpartlcularly those f powers]

seen as significantly beneficial or dangerousrr (Burridge

L969t5). These assumpti-ons are held to be true
representations of the actual state of affairs in the

world and are rrcommuni-ty truths, truths which command a
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consensusrr (Burridge 196925) and. which are passed from

generation to generation. From this set of assumptions

are derlved moral- imperatives, rul-es, and obligations

relating to the use and control of pouier which express

the central vaLues of a culture. Since a religion is
concerned with the truth of its assumptions, Itits rules

are grounded 1n an interplay between experlence, worki-ng

assumptions, and those more deeply rooted assumptions we

call faithfr (Burridge L969:5). These moral ruIes,
imperatives, and obllgations prescribe activities, and

imply a way of 1ife, that are consonant with the values

of a culture and wlth its set of assumptions about power.

The assumptions, then, concern the way in which

power is distributed in the universe, the id-entity and

nature of the different kinds of power that are

manifested, and the true ordering of these different
kinds of power. As such, these are part of a peoplers
tr. . .ways of knowing and identifying the component

elements of the world...r? (Hoebel L9721542) and are

contained in their world vi-ew. The world view is trthe

way a people characteristically look outward upon the

universerr and refers to ltthe structure of things as man

is aware of themrt (Redfield 1953:85,86). It includes a

peoplets conceptions of self, nature, and the socio-

cul-tural- environment (hlallace L96I:L7-L9 ) and rtcontalns
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their most comprehensive ideas of orderrr (Geertz 1957:

42r-422) .

While the world view of a people concerns the

discovery and identification of powers as they are

manifested, its conceptions of the general order of these

implies a moral and evaluati-ve framework for the use and

control of different kinds of powers within which

individ.uals can organize their cond.uct and interpret their
experiences. These moral and evaluative aspects of a

culture are generally referred to by the term rrethostr,

and in a broad sense, tta peoplets ethos is the tone, -

character, and quality of their life, its moral and

aesthetic style and mood; it 1s the underlying attitude
toward themseLves and their world brrat life refl-ectstt
(Geertz 1957:42f). The ethos represents a peoplets ideas

of how one ought to live; it includes their ethical
system, that is, the moral imperatives, obligations, and

rules of conduct, derived from the assumptions about the

nature and distribution of power, which govern the

relations between people. In the ethos are found the

values of a cuLture, that is, the meanings given to human

qualities and activities, and its modes of measuring

human worth.

Th.e way of life indicated by the ethos is hetd to
be ideally adapted to the way in which the world is
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believed to be ordered (Geertz l-96623) and it enables

members of a group to attaj-n to the values of their
culture. The acti-vities prescribed in the ethos provide

indiviouals with access to prestige and status,
prosperitV, and integrlty as defined by the culture, and

these are gained through success at the prescribed

activities and through the demonstration of qual ities
cal-led for by the moral imperatives, obligations and

rules of conduct. ItIn any communi-ty the basic measure

of prestige and status must refer either to the activities
which all or most undertake in common t or to those assets

to which all or most in the community have a common

access, .op bothrr (Burridge L969:43). In subsistence

communities, measures of prestige, prosperity, and

integrity are based. primarily on relative abilities in
the major subsistence activities. Besides these basic

measures, ho'hrever, other more specific qualities are

usually taken into consideration, and further prestige

may be based on the demonstration of qualities such as

industriousness, shrewdness, virility, courage,

secretiveness, skill, and generosity (Burridge 1969: 43) .

QuaLities of integrlty or human worth i-nvolve self-

respect and the approved retention of a particular

status (Burridge L969:11).

The definition of prestige, prosperity, and integrity



differs, of course, from culture to culture. Societies

differ in major subsistence activities, and the human

qualities needed for successful exploitation of resources

are accorded different values in different cultures.

Criteria on which esteem was accorded and on whlch power

and influence were based j-n traditional Maori society,

for example, primarily involved war and land. Qualities
of cor¡rage and skil-l in fighting urere highly valued, and

success in waging war, along with virllity and sexual

prowess, was'of major importance in accumulating mana,

or power over people and resources. Parcels of land

r¡rere associated with social groups, ancestors and

deities, and trthrough the industrious and efficient

exploitation and conservation of land and its resolrrces

a man gained prosperity and prestige, made himself

worthy of the ancestors, commanded respect from his

f ell-ows " ( Burridge L969: 20 ) .

. The concern of religion wlth the truth of both its

assumptions about the nature of reality and the way of

life it prescribes as being consonant with tlnat reality

has been indicated by a number of authors, including

Burridge (l-969), Geertz (1966) and Lienhardt (1960).

Lienhardt, for instance, Þroposed that religions are,

in part, theories of the circumscribing moral- and

physical conditions within which human l-ife is l-ived
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and the means of adaptlng to these conditions (1960 t329) .

hlhether or not we see these theories or assumptions as

true, they indicate a concern for perceiving the truth
of things and for guaranteeing that what is perceived

does reflect the truth of things (Leinhardt 1960:328-329;

Burridge t969:T). Geertz (L966), in considering the

relation between world view (assumptions) and ethos

(rules and actlvities): has indicated that their truth
involves mutual confirmatÍon. This mutual confirmation

of the truth of a group I s world view and ethos is
viewed here as belng experientially verifled by the

ability of the world view to satisfactorily account for
the nature of reality and. by the ability of the ethos to

enable members of the group to attain prestige,
prosperity, and integrlty within the structure. of this
reality t

Such a view of religion implies that

.. .despite the conservatism of
partj-cular religious orthodoxies,
religious activities will change
when the assumptions about the
nature of power, and hence the
rules which govern its use and
control, can no longer guarantee
the truth of things (Burridge
t969:T) .

This change, âs part of socio-cul_tural_ change in general,

may involve gradual chain effects or abrupt changes in
cultural Gestalt (Wallace L9562265; t96L:t41-144;
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Smith L959:9). In religious change, these effects may

result from changes in experience which can be accounted

for within a traditional framework. fn accounting for

a changed experience, however, other aspects of the

religious system may themselves be changed and,

eventually, the entire system may be transformed.

Abrupt changes in cultural Gestalt may be occasioned,

in 1¡Iallace t s terms, by the i-mpact of any one or a number

of forces which exceed the limits withÍn which a socio-

cultural system can maintain equllibrium. Some of these

forces, indicated by Wallace, are:

. . . climati-c or faunal changes which
destroy the economic basis of 1ts
existence; epidemic disease which
grossly affects the population
structure; wars which exhaust the
society I s resources of manpovier or
result in defeat or invasion,
internal conflict among interest
groups which results i-n extreme
disadvantage for al least one group;
and, very commonly: â position of
perceived subordination and
inferlority with respect to an
adj acent society (1961 : 144 ) .

Under such conditions of stress, individualst rtmazewaystr

may not provide a rday of reducing the stress and, in
response, Itrevitalizationtr movements may develop, The

process of revitalization lnvolves changing the

individuals t total Gestalt of values, activiti_es, and

the nature of reality in order to adapt to the changed

conditions. New conceptions of the nature of reality,
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new values, and new activities may be incorporated and

changes in ttrealitytt may al-so be attempted in order to

reduce stress (l¡ial-lace 1956:266-Z6T; l-96I: f 43-f 44 ) .

hlhile Wallacets concept of ttrevitalization movementrr

refers to much the same phenomena as the concept of
Itreligious movementtr presented here, it differs from the

latter in a number of respects. In flnding the cause of

these movements in conditions of socio-culturaI

disorganization under which individuals experience severe

psychologi-ca1 stress, Wallace emphasized socio-cultural

equi-librium and Índivldual psychology. The approach

taken here, however, focuses on change rather than

equilibrium and on socio-cultural features, particularly

world view, ethos and prestige, prosperity, and

integrÍty, rather than individual psychology. In these

terms, then, the conditions which I¡ial1ace saw as pushing

a system beyond the limits within which it can maintain

equilibrium are viewed as situations of widened or

changed experience in which unordered powers, which must

be comprehended and controlled, are manifested (Burridge

1969zIT2).

Burridge Q969:Chapter 11) has summarized the

situati ons in which power may be manifested so es to

question the traditional assumptions and' rules concerning

the nature and distribution of power i-n the worl-d. He
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proposed four distinct, but not mutually exclusive,
rlprimary situatlonstt which may occasion religious

movements. The first of these involves simply 'rthe

manifestation of a power outside curuent comprehensionsrr.

The second sltuation i-nvolves the question of an appropriate

measurement of human worth. Situations. characterized. by

shared values with prlvileged access to the rewards

implièd by these values represent the third prlmary

situation. In the fourth, new assumptions and rules may

be rfelicited by the complete physical defeat of a culture

and way of life by anotherrr. Burridge viewed the first

of the four situations as being contained in all

religious movements; the next two are present in most,

while the last appears infrequently (L969:L43-144).

An example of the fourth si-tuation is provided by

the Plains Indian cultures during the second half of the

f gth century. l¡{hite expansion into the lrlest brought with

it severe depopulation due to disease and war. The

d.emand.s of the White economy led to the virtual

extermination of the buffalo and, thus, rendered the major

subsistence activity of the Indians unviable. Through

military subjugation by the Whites, other traditional

sources of prestige, prosperity, and integrity, most

notably warf are and rel-ated activities, were al-so

eliminated. Under these condítions, the truth of the
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whole set of traditional assumptions and rul-es concerning

poïrer and its ordering coul-d not be guaranteed.

The first situatlon, that indicated by the emergence

of a new and unordered power, whi-le contained in all

religi-ous movements, apparently appears, or is reported,

as the sole situation rarely. Burrid.ge offered. the case,

described by Berndt, of ttthose New Guineà people who

engaged in nillenarian type activj-ties on the sighting

of an aircraftt'(1969:143,35) as an example of this kind

of situation. Any significant (in terms of the group

involved) changes in the physical or socio-cultural-

environment might, in fact, represent the manifestations

of powers outside of current comprehensions and thus call

for new assumptions about pol¡ier

Beyond the problem of identlfying and orderi-ng i-t,

the appearance or presence of an unknown power can, and

frequently does, affect current values and the activities
prescribed in conjunction with them. These changes j-n

experience which affect values and activities, either

through introducing new ones or by rendering the

traditional ones unviable, indicate the second and third
primary situations. Both these sj-tuations concern the

measurement of human worth and involve conditions of

relative deprivation as dj-scussed by Aberle (1970) Such

conditions question accepted assumptions and therefore
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imply competing possibilities in terms of assumptions

about power, measures on which human worth is based, and

moral rules and obligations. These sltuations involving

relati-ve deprivation and competing assumptions call for

the creation of rra new set of assumptions within terms

of which men and women may exploit the resources of thei-r

envlronment and order their relations with one anotherrt

(Burridge 1969:141) .

In situations of the second type, those involving
q.uestions of an appropriate measure of human worth,

traditional defj-nj-tions of these measures, and the

criteria on which they are basedr mâV become unattainable

or may rrseem unimportant when compared to the apparently

superior.capacities of other peoplesrr (Burridge f969:75-

T6). Occurrences such as natural disasters, epidemics,

and climatic, floral t or faunal changes may undermine a

societyts subsistence system and thereby block access to

prestige, prosperity and integrity. These conditions may

question the truth of traditional assumptions and val-ues

and call- for new assumptions that will satisfactorily

comprehend the changed experience, new values that will

reflect these assumptions, and new activities that will
provide access to these values. Changes in the socio-

cultural environment may similarly affect traditional

assumptions and moral rules concerning power. These
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changes frequently involve political and economic

processes and can arise internally, from conflicts

between groups, for example, and externally from contact

with other societies.

Worsleyts (1968:Chapter 2 and passim) Oiscussion

of cargo cults j-ndicated in general the significance of
political and economic processes in the study of

rellgious movements and in particular the forms of
political and economic powers and activities that may

develop in situations of European contact and domination.

In the Melaneslan situation, as in others, contact and

domination resulted in impediments to gaining traditional
measures of worth. The European economic system,

supported by technological and nilitary superlority and

the political power derived from it, demanded labor and

cash crops from the Melanesians. These demands limited
the ability of men to gain the traditional prestige,
prosperity and integrity that derived from the major

agricultural subsistence activities. New possibilities

for measuri-ng human worth, involving European power,

money, and material goods, catne to be valued, but could

not be fuIly realized since access to power, money, and

material- goods was almost exclusively the privilege of

Europeans.

In that it involves competition for, and differential
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access to, rewards, the relationship between Melanesians

and Europeans as described by l,rlorsley represents part of

the third primary situation. As Burridge indicated,

however, this situation involves not only the political

and economic domination of one social category by another,

but also involves a rrtransmission of power from one

category to anothert' (19692l-5l-). In the Melanesian case,

this transmission of pow'ér took the form of native

educati-on and training in ski1ls useful to Europeans and

the access, even though highly l-imited, to money and

material goods that this trai-ning brought. "But as the

Melanesians begin to share in the same hierarchy of values

as the whites. . . so do they begin to reallze tLrat the

whites have an exclusi-ve access to the rewards of v¡hat

are believed to be commonly held assumptionstr (Burridge

19692L52). In this situation, those barred from access

question the unequal access to rewards and question

current assumptions about the nature of the system, the

distribution of power withln it, and the moral- rules

relevant to it.

These four rtprimary situatlonstt represent general

guldes as to what may be the significant features of the

conditions under which a religious movement develops.

The situati-ons are not mutually exclusive, but interrelated,

and a particular movement InâV: and generally does, involve
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features from more than one of them. \¡iithin the general

framework, then, the analyses of the movements will take

lnto consideratlon the particular conditions surrounding

a specific movement, including the society I s world view

and ethos and the changes it has experienced in the

physical and soclo-cultural environment, particularly as

these relate to economic and political processes. Through

a consideratlon of these conditions, it shoul-d be possible

to identify the competing assumptions about power; the

competing criteria on which prestige, prosperity and

integrity may be based; and the competing activlties,

moral rules, and obligations which set the stage for the

specific movement

The movements themselves, rather than trjustifying

withdrawaltt (Aberle IgTO:2I4), are attempts to comprehend

and order a changed experience through hypotheses about

its nature and the rules relating to it. Rather than being
rrirrational flights from realityrr (linton 1943 2233), they,

like other types of social behavior, are ttTational in the

clrcumstances, given the premisestt (Burridge ( 196 9 zLzll) .

In comprehendlng change, religious movements postulate a

new social order, and as i¡iorsley points out for the

coloni-al- si-tuation :

the social ord.er is to be transformed
by radical political and economi-c
changes. But the new order must al-so
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have a new morality: it cannot
contlnue with the outworn indigenous
ethics or the code of its former
rulers any more than it can
continue with the old tribal
structure or with the colonial-
regime (1968:25L).

Religious movements, then' are attempts to resolve the

oppositions between competlng assumptions, values, and

activities in changed socio-cultural and environmental

situations through the creation of a new religious
system incorporating a more satisfactory world view and

ethos.
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The seyen Eskimo religious movements described here

represent those for which the most information is

avail-ab1e. Although there are references in the

literature (Crantz 1820 : 158-159 ; Anonymous 1831 :225 ;

Ostermann L929b:306-307,344) to a number of other

religious movements, almost no information on them is
provided. Data on religious movements which have occurred

among the Eskimos is quite scarce and is limited ln that

it was recorded by untrained observers, generally

missionaries and police. For the most part, these

observers have primarily noted. the more theatrical- or

bizarre (as they saw j-t) activiti-es, and they provided

little information on the movements in terms of the

revelations, beliefs, expectations, goals t ot organization

of the participants. In order to obtai-n relatively
sufficient information on these seven movements, then,

it was necessary to draw data from 'a number of reports,
and each of the following accounts, except the Labrador

occurrence, represent such a synthesis of two or more

s ources .

ESKÏMO RELIGÏOUS MOVEMENTS: ACCOUNTS

CHAPTER TII
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At Evigheds Fiord in the spring of LTBT,2 a woman,

Mary Magdalene, announced that she had had revelations.

She wrote them down and sent them to the missionary
rr. . .with an injunction to aet according to them, âs people,

in her opinion, would then learn to tbe betterrrr

(Ostermann 7929b:322). The missionary advised her of the

sinfulness of her statements, and urged her to cease any

activitles. He thought tlnat the incipient movement was

end.ed

However, the following spring when the people went

into the interior to hunt reindeer, Mary Magdalene remained

behind at the settlement. On their return, she informed

them that she had had more visions and she described to

them everything they had done while away at the reindeer

hunt. The movement then spread through the entire

settlement of Evigheds Fiord. (Rink IBTT:153). At this

same time Mary Magdalenets husband Habakkuk, whom she

cal-led Jesus, informed her that he was taking a second

wife. She then threatened him by saying that she would

take a European for a second husband. Habakkuk became

paralyzed and recovered only after his wife reversed her

decision. Her change of mind was the result of a vision

in which two dead people rebuked her for wanting to have

sexual intercourse with someone who was not an Eskimo

Sukkertoppen, ülest Greenland LTBT
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(Rink 7BT7:153-154). About Christmas 1788, a person at

Evigheds Flord reported that he had heard ttthe sound of
singing and instruments in the air and saw a large crowd

of souls of departed persons hovering in the air, at some

distance from the groundrr (Ostermann L929b:322). Mary

Magdalene maintained tlnat the Day of Judgment ü¡as near

and that God was angry at the lack of faith shown by the

people. The movement then began to spread rapidly to
many of the surrounding settlements (Ostermann I929b:322-

323).

\¡Ihen the population moved. inLand to the reindeer

hunting areas ,in the spring of 1789, the movement became

more organized with Mary Magdalene as the prophet and

leader. r'...4 church servlce was established, where the

congregation al-ternately wept to the singing of hymns and

kissed to the tune of wild laughter choruses. . . It

(Ostermann I929bt323). It was decided that all game should

be shared a:nong everyone: so people brought thelr catch

to Habakkuk and he then distributed it (Rasmussen l90B:

250-25L; Chamberlain L9L3:13). 0n meeting Mary Magdalene

or Habakkuk, the people woul-d greet them by shaking hand.s.

Mary Magdalene, however, only offered her little finger
to those not considered to be suf ficiently ho1y. l¡lhen

members of the congregation were judged to have been

saved, the men would go outside and fire their guns in
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salute. Sorcery was forbidden, and those judged to be

witches were subject to death (Rink I-BTTzl-54-I55t

Chamberlain 1913:13; Rasmussen 1908 :252-253) .

By this tlme the entire population of the Sukkertoppen

Di-strict, including the catechists, had j oined the

movement, and everyone decided to move to Evigheds Fi-ord.

This alarmed the' missionary and he attempted to stop it.

He appealed to the Mlssion College in Copenhagen and was

advised to put an end to it in any manner possible.

Outside interference was not rea11y necessary though,

since in the autumn of ITB| Habakkuk, tr...who had acted

officialJ-y as a kind of confessor to the women, was proved

to have been guilty of adultery with several- of them, fand l
the movement was shaken to its found.ationÍ (Ostermann

Ig29bt323). ' The following year the missionary was sure

that it had ended. However in 1803, the trader at

Evigheds Fiord reported that the Eskimos rrduring this
winter have recommenced their prophetic teachiñg...tt, and

in 1813 the mi-ssionary at the settlement in a letter to

the Danish inspector stated: rrI cannot leave these people.

I am afraid thaL when I am not with them, another prophet

will soon arise; the false belief has not yet been qui-te

extinguished. . . rt (Ostermann I929b:329) .



In the winter of 1853-1854 the Moravian mj-ssionaries

al Friedrichstal began to notice that the people were not

attending daily prayers and were holding unusual meetings

in private homes (F.ink LBTT:I57) . They soon learned that

Matthew, a very intelligent man and a good hunter, whom

they were training to be a catechist, had announced that

he had had visi-ons and had spoken to Jesus Christ. He

said that he was ordered by Christ to form a new community

which would not include Europeans. Matthew, calling

himself Gabriel, gathered a large number of followers.

Regular Moravj-an services stopped, and Gabriel took over

all church duties and performed all religi-ous rites, such

as the celebration of marriages. Some members of the neui

congregation began to have visions and revelations ' and

tt. . . some even wounded their hands and l-et others suck the

wounds for the purpose of trying the tsweetness of the

Saviourts bl-ood.t. The prophet timparted the spiritf to

his believers, by breathing into thelr mouths. . . rr

( Ostermann I929b: 343 ) . A number of Gabriel's f oll-owers

were sent out to other settlements in the area in order

to gain more converts, and it was decided that in the

spri-ng a group would go to East Greenland to convert the

people and start a settlement there. This proiect,

Friedrichstal, South Greenland 1853-1854
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however, was apparently not realized.

After awhile membershi-p in Gabrielrs movement began

to decline, and he and his remaining f ol-l-owers moved to

a place call-ed Komj-ut . At one point, whil-e at Komiut,

Gabriel predicted that the world woul-d come to an end the

following night. Everyone destroyed all their property
rr. . . in order to be free from worldly riches at the setting

in of the catastrophe" (Rink IBTT:158), and the following

day they climbed a mountain in order to ascend into

heaven. hlith the fail-ure of the prophecy, the movement

was at an end by the sunmer of 1854.

revivaltt by Danj-sh church historians, began at Godthaab

during the winter of 1907-1908 (Bal]e 19291263). Ostermann

suggested that it had been fr . . . fermenting f or several-

years in various pIaces...rt (I929bt347) prior to this ti-me,

but it was during that winter that the movement firs-r,

became organized. It was given its impetus by Stephen

Md11er, a Greenlander educated in Denmark, who, with the

aid of a catechist at Godthaab, formed a congregation,

peqatigîngniat, whlch gathered for worship each morning

and met for Bible readings once a week. Initially, the

movement met with some opposition since it was feared that

A movement, which has been cal-l-ed a rrreligious

Godthaab, West Greenland 1907-1908
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ii might be another prophetic movement given to rrvisionary

extravagancestt. Through discussions and meetings, however,

this view was dispelled (Balle 1929:26\). Gradually most

people in the settlement began to take part in the

movement, and the members of the congregation worked hard

to make conversions wherever they travelled. By the end

of the year, all the surrounding settlements had

congregations, and in the following years the movement

spread along'the west coast of Greenland, reaching north

Greenland in I9I2 (Ba1le 1929 226\) ,

The nevü congregations that vüere formed continued the

practice of holding regular meetings for worship and Bible

reading, and were gradually organized 1r. . .with executive

committees (for which also women are qualified) and

statutes, which in all essential poi-nts are the same

everywherer' (Balle l_9292264). Attendance at church

services increased, and communion, which had formerly been

limited to certain specified days, bêcame a part of every

Sunday service. Large *""tir.gr, involving a number of

congregati-ons, were frequently held during the sulnmer at

the major settlements such as Godthaab and Jacobshavn.

Often these meetings lasted several days and were attended

by congregations located at distances of up to eighty

miles from the meetlng place. hlinter meetings ïiere also

hel-d in some areas and were attended. by representatives
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of the vari-ous congregations (Ba1le 1929:26\-265;

Ostermann I929b:347). There was an increase in read.ing,

and New Testaments, in particul-ar, were bought in greater

numbers than before. The movement al-so tt...called forth
an abundance of hymns, and from the point of view of

language gave rise to many new creations, in that
appropri-ate expressions were made for a number of spiritual
ideas and phenomenarr (Ostermann I929b:347) .

Ostermann noted ltthe awakening soon became, not only

religious, but also national, so much so tlnat there may

be a danger of the latter element throwing the spiritual
one into the shadett (1929b:348). Ba1le also reported that
the answers he received to a questionnaire all emphasized

the rr... .revival of mutual helpfulness. . . rr as a significant
social effect of the movement (1929t265). The

congregations concerned themsel-ves with visiting the sick,
aiding orphans and provlding for those who would otherwise

require government welfare. In some settLements, the

assistance given by the congregations made public support

of the poor unnecessary. The emphasis on mutual

helpfulness is expressed in an account of a meeting

where the question was raised as to
whether a change ought to be made in
the manner of distributing the
animals caught so that those who had
bourne the burden of the hunt might
have greater benefit, and where an
able and energetic sealer settled
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the matter with the following words:rAs the animals I get have been
given me (viz. by God) for the
benefit of all, I rejoice whenever
others get food through me, and
therefore I am of the opi-nion that
this custom should not be changedt
(Balle 19292265).

The movement subsided during the 1920s; there were

no new congregations and some oId ones decreased in

membership. The effects of the movement i^rere still

apparent during that decade, however, and in the late

I920s there seems to have been a renewal of it, and a

new revlval began at Nanortalik (Bal1e 1929:265) .

Nain, Labrador 1873-1874

Responding to several- thefts of goods, the Moravian

mission closed its trading store at Nain in 1873,

expecting this acti'on to correct the si-tuation. Instead,

a general meeting was requested, which was hel-d on

December 22, at which people voiced their complaints

about the storekeeper and the missionarj-es. The

missi-onariest trnative helpersrt also lodged complaints,

and one of these was the main spokesman for the people.

According to the missionary account, the affair was

peaeefully settled shortly thereafter (P.4. 1874:198).

About the 2Oth of January though, the mlssi-onaries

witnessed what appeared to them to be tta general spiritual
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awakeningrr among the people. It seemed to have begun as

a result of some meetings held in the home of one of the

native helpers, and manifested itself in large numbers

of people going to the missionaries to confess their sins.
The missionaries reported that ttfrom morning to evening

the passage in our house vras full of persons waiting for
an interviewîr (P, A. 1874 :199 ) . They were uncomf ortab.le

about the behavior of a few people, however, and

their discomfort uras proved to be based on some fact
when on the night of the 21st and the morning of the 22nd

a meeting was held at the home of one of the native

helpers.

Those present held their hands over
their heads, in imÍtation of the
descent of the Spirit on the day of
Pentecost. A post in the house was
worshipped as the cross of Christ,
and the Esklmos were fetched from
the neighboring houses 1n order that
they might kneel before it. The
leaders then breathed upon their
hands folded on their breasts, thus
imparting to them the Holy Spirit.
The celebration of the Lordrs
supper was al-so travestied (P.4.
1BZ4:199 ) .

i,rlhile this was happening, those present heard noises near

the entrance of the house and decided. that it was the

devil. One man went out and threw an axe at what turned

out to be a dog. The foll-owing morning a woman who was

said to be possessed was going to be killed, but she ran
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to the mission house for safety.

The mlssionaries reported that many people soon

repented of their behavior, and the native helpers who

had been leaders of the movement lost their influence with

the people ( P . A. 187 )t:L99-200 ) .

ïgluIik L920

The movement had its beginnings at Pond In1et, ofl

the north coast of Baffin fsl-and. Some Bibles, printed

in syllabics, were brought there in 1919, and the people

read them. One of the men, Uming, acted as preacher and

interpreter of the scriptures. In 1920, after his son

killed a white man at Pond Inlet, they both went to

ïglulik, where Umlng eontlnued tÒ preach his new religion.
ït soon had many adherents.

His followers demonstrated that they were members of

his ftcongregati-ontt, and thus Christianized, bV flying white

flags from poles erected outside their snowhouses and by

attaching white flags to their sleds when travelling
(Mathiassen 1928t235; RCM Police I92\:36). They abstained

from working on Sundays, and whenever anyone arrived ât,
or departed from, a settlement which fol-lowed Umingrs

teachi-ngs, the inhabitants would gather to sing hymns.

After the hymn singing, they would shake hands with those

arriving or departing. An RCM PoLice patrol in the area
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in 1922-1923 described Ít:
. . . they greet all arrivals by the
grown population lining up side by
side in the most prominent place
in front of the igloos, when the
arrival is within hearing distance
they all join j-n singing a hymn.
The arrival approaches the line-up
within a few yards, then stops his
komitik and remains standing until
t-ñ-ffin is finished. The iingers
then advance in single file and
greet him with.three shakes of the
hand (RCM Police 1924:36).

At lg1ulik, occasional gatherings for hymn singing took

place at Umingrs snow house, and, in addition, all game

caught by the lnhabitants was to be brought to him for
distribution.

This movement spread all along the east coast of

Melvil1e Peninsula and j-n the spring of l-g22 it reached

Repulse Bay (Mathiassen l-92B:236).

Neakuteuk, who was employed at the Sabellum Trading

Companyrs post at Kivitung, Home Bay, decl-ared himself to

be Christ in December I92I (RCM Police I92J:JJ; 'trlallis

19113:114). He had a Bible which he attempted to read and

understand. He had great diffieulty understanding it,
however, and became annoyed with himself. In order that
he would be able to understand it, he had a frlend hit

him on the head with a pi-ece of wood. (RCM Pol-ice I92\z

Home Bay, Baffin Island I92I
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36-37). Wa1lis stated:

he simulated the hanging of Jesus
from the cross. People cl-ustered
about him, knelt and kissed the
hem of his robe. He appointed tv¡o
disciples and sel-ected three
messengers, to whom he gave Biblical
names, to carry the doctrine to all
peopl-es. After studying the Bib1e,
the messiah proclaimed that
henceforth there would be no husbands
and wives in Kevetuk: I You are all to
love one another, for so it is
wrj-tten' ( 1941 :114-115 ) .

He announced to the people that the end of the world was

coming and that they had to prepare for it by fasting

and killing their dogs. They did what he told them

(i,rrallis 1943 :115 ) .

A blind man, Munyeuk, asked Neakuteuk for rrsome wind

lnside me so that I can go up !o Jesusrt. Some time

afterward, Neakuteuk decided that Munyeuk and another man,

Lemik, should be kill-ed because at that point they ulere

full of Godts spirit, and they might, in the future,

behave badly and Lose it. At Neakuteukrs urgings, two

men, Kautak and Ked.luk, killed them. Not long after this,
just as Neakuteuk was about to hit Lemikrs wife on the

head with a hanmer, he was shot to death by Kidlappik

( RCM Pol-i ce 1924 :37 ) .

It was reported that as Neakuteuk I s body was being

prepared for bur"ial, some unusual occurrences took place

(RCM Police 1924t37). lrlhile water was being heated to
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wash the body, one of the primus lamps sang a song about

its fl-ame being everlasting and unextinguishable. The

arms of the frozen body were said to have moved, and

Neakuteuk was heard to breathe and laugh. Kidlappik,

when in close proximity with the body, fainted and

remained in thls state for a long time. The RCM Police

Sergeant noted that

during the time the aforementioned
things were happening, the Eskimo
told me, all- the people were as if
asleep. Their mlnds were on their
own camp on1y. The sun returned
without being notj-ced, and it was
only some tlme after Neakuteuk was
dead that the Eskimo saw that the
sun was in sight (RCM PolÍce 1924:
37).

Belcher Islands 1941

0n the south end of Flaherty Tsland in January 1941,

Charlie Ouyerack, a shaman, decl-ared that Jesus was coming

and. that he was Jesus3. An ol-d man, Keytowieack, who þad

some knowledge of the scriptures, and who had acted as

catechist, had been telling the people for a number of

years that Jesus would be coming (Sullivan L944zL/;

Kinmond 1941c). A meteor falling in the skf, the words

from the book of St. Matthew: rr...and the stars shall fall

from heaven...and they shall see the Son of Man coming

in the cl-ouds...tt (Kinmond 194J-a), and Keytowieack's
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teachings, helped to convince the people of the truth

of Ouyerackrs statements. The next day, when Peter Sala,

the most influential and respected man in the band,

returned from a hunting trip, the people told him that

Jesus i^ras comlng. One of the men took SaLats rlfle and

shot some of his dogs. He then smashed the rlfle, sayi-ng

there was no longer any need for dogs and guns since

Jesus was coming. Entering á snow house, Sala found most

of the people sittlng around and discussing the subject.

Ouyerack, wearing a surpllce and a cross, declared tlnat

Sala was God, and after some hesitati-on, Sala agreed.

The people gathered all the Bibles and hymnals that they

had and burned them since there was no longer any need

for them

Not everyone agreed with Ouyerack and Sala, however.

A gir1, Sarah, refused to believe their claims, and left

her father, who was a be1Íever, to l-ive with Keytowieack.

ïn late January she was brought to a religious meeting

and was accused of being possessed by the devil. With

Ouyerackrs consent she was beaten to death by her brother

Apawkok, and a woman, Akeenik (RCM Police 1942:14-15).

Keytowieack, who had until this time been the authori-ty

on relj-gious matters, was also sceptical .of what they

said. They told him he was possessed and chased him out.

The following day, ãl Salats urging, and with a bull-et
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from Ouyerack, Adlaykok shot Keytowleack (Phi1lips 1956.

I2O; Anonymous 194f :f55) .

Early in FebruãTy, whi,le on Tukarak Is1and, Ouyerack

went to the camp of a man, Quarack. Quarack believed

what Ouyerack told hlm about Jesusr coming, but his son-

in-law, Alec Ekpuk (Keytowieack?s son)' did not. So either

as a resul-t of his disbeLief of Ouyerackrs statements

(Honi-gmann L962:70 ), or his failure to give Ouyerack hls

wife (Phi1lips 1956:l-2]-), Alec was accused of being a

devil, and was ki11ed by Quarack and Ouyerack

Toward the end of Februãrl, Sala was hired to bring

the Hudson Bay Company post manager from Tukarak Isl-and

to Great lrihale River. hlhen they arrived, Sala related

all that had occurred on the Islands to the post

interpreter. The latter told the post manager who then

wired the news south.

While Sala was away, his sister Mina convinced some

of the people that the arrival of Jesus üias J-mminent,

and urged them to go out on the j-ce to meet hin. She

told them they had to remove all their clothing, and

many of them did. Six peoplé froze to death. fn April

the RCM Pol-ice arrived, and the movement apparently came

to an end.

In August, a court found Mina insane and unfit to

stand trial-, and ruled that Apawkok and Akeenik were
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not guilty on account of tempol"ary insanity. Adlaykok

was given a one year sentence, and. Quarack, Ouyerack and

Sala received two year sentences (Honigmann 196Z:71).
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ESKTMO RELIGTOUS MOVEMENTS:

THE MOVEI\MNTS TN THETR SOCTO-CULTURAL CONTEXT

Eskimo Ethos and World View

Inasmuch as religlous movements involve competing

assumptions about the nature of power, competing moral

rules and obligations, and competing activities prescribed

in accordance with these assumptions and rules, an analysis

of the seven movements must consider Eskimo world view and

ethos. While recognizing that differences in specific

features exist, both through time and space, a general

overview of Eskimo world view and ethos, incorporating

data from a number of basic sources, can nevertheless be

constructed. The following statement indicates what are

perhaps some of the essential features of this worl-d view

and ethos.

They I the Eskimos] know only powers
or personifications of natural
forces, acting upon human life in
various viays, and affecting all that
li-ves through fair and foul weather,
disease and perils of all kinds.
These powers are not evil in
themselves, they do not wreak harm
of evj-l intent, but they are
nevertheless dangerous owing to
their unmerciful severity where men

CHAPTER IV
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fail to live in accordance with the
wise rules of life decreed by their
forefathers. The purpose of the
whole system is... tto keep a right
baLance between manklnd and the rest
of the world' (Rasmussen 1930:62) .

In a study of Esklmo law, Hoebe1 (1954) id.entifled a

number of postulates which he found to have trjural

significancett j-n Eskimo culture. These postulates, as

well as most of the corollaries derived from them, also

indicate some of the assumptions about the nature of
por,\iers in the universe and the actlvities and values that
are consonant with those assumptions. These postulates
oÞô.

r. Spirit beings, and all animals
by virtue of possessing sou1s,
have emotional- intelli-gence
si-miLar to that of man
Man in important aspects of
life is subordinate to the wil1s
of animal souls and spirit
beings.
Life is hard and the margin of
safety small.
All natural resources are free
or cornmon goods.
ït is necessary to keep all
instruments of production
(hunting equipment, etc.) in
effective use as much of the
time as is possible.
The self must find its realization
through action (I95\:69) .

ïï.

ïïI.
IV.

V.

These postulates, as well as the ideas contained in
Rasmussenrs statement, will be utj-lized h'ere in providing

the outline for the overvi-ew of Eskimo world view and ethos.

VÏ.
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The universe in which the powers were contained

consisted of the 1and, the sea, the upper world and the

under world. The earth, and the sea supported by it,
rested on either one central (Rink LB75:37), or four
pillars (Lantis 19502326). Above the earth was the upper

worl-d, whi-ch was either one (Rink IB75z3T; Hawkes 1916z

153), or more than one, worlds (Boas 1964:180-181;

Lantis 1950:326). The upper world was accesslbl-e through

the air (Rink 1875:38) and through a hole in the sky

(Hawkes 1976:153). The under worl-d was below the earth

and the sea, and was accessible through crevices in the

earth (Lantis 1950:326) or through the sea (Rink l-B75t37).

In the Central and Eastern regions, the upper worl-d was

the better place for souls to go after death. ïn

Greenland, it was the under worl-d., trwarm and beautiful
with food in abund.ancen (Birket-Smith L9Z4:434-435), that
was more favorable. Souls of tt...men who Iperished] while

hunting and more especially whaling, Iandl women who

I died3 in chi]-dbirth. . . 'r (Birket-Smith Lg24: 435 ) were

believed, 1n Greenland, to go to the under worl-d, while

the desti-nation of such souls was the upper world among

the Central and. Labrador Eskj-mos (Boas Lg6t1:l-81; Hawkes

L9I6 :I37 )

Central to that part of Eskimo world view and ethos

that Hoebel referred to as Itspirit beingstr and ttsoulstt
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and that Rasmussen termed ttpowers or personificatíons of

natural forcesrr was the concept of inua. Llterally, inua

meant Itits ownertr or ltits human beingtr, and was regarded

as a being inhabiting and controlling an element of the

physi-cal (in our terms) environment (Rink l-BT5:37; Hawkes

19162127; Boas 7964:183). Everything had an inua:

animals, geographical features, and even various items

manufact,r*"á Oy humans. The inua of the atmosphere,

silap inua, or sila, was one of the powers of major

significance in some areas. In these areas, such as

Greenland, it hlas a tt...supporter of the system of taboos,

seeing transgressions and punishing them with bad weather,

dearth of game, and sickness (Lantis 1950:324).

In Greenland, however, Arnarkuagssak, the old woman

who lived under the sea, also punished transgressors.

She controlled the sea mammals and withhe]d them from

humans in response to violations of taboos. Among the

Central Eskimos, Arnaluk takanaluk, or Sedna, was the

most prominent of the powers (Boas L964:L75; Lantis 1950:

325). She had command over all food resources. I^lith

the inua of the moon she punished taboo violators, and

both of them ". . .i employed.l Sila to execute all
punishments 1n any way connected with the weathertt

(Rasmussen 1930:63). In Labrador, Sedna was also known

as the power who lived beneath the sea and controlled sea
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manmals, fi-sh and bears (Hawkes 1916:LZ6) .

A spiritr or power, Tornarsuk or Torngutrsoak was

recognized in Greenland and Labrador. rt had command. over

other l-esser spirj-ts, tornat, which it gave to shamans as

guardians or helping spirits (Rink IBT]5:39).

Besides these major powers, there was an almost

infinite number of lesser ones. Many of these powers,

although sometj-mes differentiated from them in the

literature, were actually inua. The tornat were the inua

of various objects, animals t or humans, €.g., the ttmaster

of the dancing housefr was qaggim inua (Boas 1964:189).

While some of the lesser powers were seen as beÍng

benevolent or malevolent, powers were, in general, âs

Rasmussen pointed out, inherently neither good nor evi1,
but severe. rn having ttan emotional- intelligence similar
to that of manrt, the pol¡iers were rr...sensj_tive to the

rules of life that human beings f endeavoredl to foll_owtt

(Rasmussen 1930:58) and were affected by human acts.
This sensitivity to human behavior was expressed in their
control of the elements of the world, and it was in this
sense that human li-fe was subordinated to the powers:

they could give or withhold food and good weather and

cou]d cause illness or death in response to human success,

or failure, in adhering to the ttrules of l_ifett (Hoebel

1954:69).
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The difficulty and danger that characterized human

1ife, indicated in the postulate that rrlife is hard and

the margin of safety smallrr, can be seen as an expression

of the severe nature of the powers. As stated by one of
Rasmussenf s lnformants :

the greatest peril of l-ife lies in
the fact that human food consists
entirely of souls. All the creatures
that we have to kill and eat, all-
those that we have to strike down and
destroy to make clothes for ourselves,
have souls, like we have, souls that
do not perish with the body and which
must therefore be propitiated lest
they should revenge themselves on us
for taking away their bodies (1930:56).

Certain rules and customs, therefore, had to be observed.

to prevent the souls of animals from harming the hunters

(Rasmussen 1930:183-184). These rul-es and customs, the

system of taboos, ptr€scribed behavior whi-ch would

propitiate the inua of the food animal-s and the other

powers that controlled the weather and the food supply.

Violations of the taboos angered the powers and tt. . . gave

rise to suffering and hardship, not only for the person

who Ihad] offended, but for the 
.whole 

village (Rasmussen

1930:169). Conversely, those who behaved accordlng to

the taboos were successfuL in hunting (Turqueti-1 1929,63)

animals had no objection to being killed by hunters who

observed the rules and they sometimes even approached a

particular hunter to be kil_led (Rasmussen 1930:58).
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Humanityrs well-being, or proper balance with the rest

of the world, then, was dependent on the ability to

d.eat properly with the powers.

Shamans, by virtue of their trainlng and their

quality of tt...not being unconscious of anything...'r
(Rink 1875:43) were particularly capable of deallng with

the powers, and they therefore worked towards maintaining

the proper.order in the world through diagnosing and

curing illness, finding the cause of misfortunes,

fighting sorcerers, and applying taboos where relevant

(Birket-Smith 1924:454). They also worked to restore

order in the world when human transgressi-ons disrupted

it. For example, a shaman would travel- to the bottom of

the sea to clean Sednars hair so tlnat she would agaln

send out the sea'mammals (Boas 1964:178).

In Eskimo world view and ethos, âs the fourth
postulate indicates, natural- resources were not subject

to private ownership, but were trfree or coÍrmon goodsrr.

Land

. . .fwas I not property in any form:
communal, joint, nor private. It
['r¡Ias] not even to be thought of as
public domain, for it Ewasl...no-
manrs land in an absolute and
unconditional sense (Hoebel l954:79).

There were no territorial restrlctions on hunting and

fishing; "...everyone was at liberty...ttof go hunting
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and fishing wherever he chosert (Rink IBT5:ZT-ZB). Food

resources T¡iere consldered to be available to any and all
humans who behaved properly towards them. personal

ownership of goods was limited to those things such as

clothing and tools which individuals made for their ovrn

use or for members of their lmmedlate famlly (Jenness

196T:34). Personal ownership was subjeet, however, to
some exte'nt, to further Limitations . Some p"irrate

property, most notably ttlnstruments of producti-ontt, was

subject to use claims by other individuals when it was

not being used by its owner (Hoebel L954:69).

Additionallyr oo one was expected to own more than they

could effectively utilize, and prestige and status

derived from the rr . . . giving away of f ood and good.s , not

the possession of them. . . tr (Hoebel 1954:80 ) .

ïn general, it can be said that prestige and status,
as well as prosperity, d.erived from human action in
relation to basic subsistence activities. In Hoebelts

terms, rrthe self must f ind its reali zation through
Jr

actiontr'and.tfthe measure of the self for males is success

as a foodgetter and in competition for womentt (19j4:69).

Huntlng was not only the basic activity to which all mal-es

had access, but it was required of all as far as they were

able; failure to engage in it was considered reprehensible

by the family as well as by the wider community (Rink IBT5:
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3I-32). The i-mportance of engaging in hunting was also

indicated in rituaL:

the I li-fe crislsr so prominent 1n
many religions were minor in Eskimo
public ritual except those events
involving food-getting, notably a
young man?s first catch of a major
food animal (Lantis 1950 :333 ) .

Success in hunting was dependent on human behavior in
relation to the powers that controlled the environment

and its resources, and on human qualities such as skill,
physical courage, alertness, and awareness (Lantis 1950:

328) .

Prestige, and the j-nfluence that followed from it,
was gai-ned through the demonstration of these qualities

and through generoslty in the sharin-g of food and goods.

Success in hunting enabled a man to be generous and thus

earn increased prestige. The objective results of this
success--food and clothing--were measures of prosperity,

and integrity derived from properly engaging in hunting

activities and in the system of generalized reciprocì_ty,

that is, the giving of food and gifts wlthout imposing a

specific counter-obligation (Sahlins L965:147). Besj_des

success in subsistence activities, the measure of the self
for males included abilities in competition for females r.

and those who could appropriate another mants wife or

could, and did, support more than one wife gained prestige
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and status. Prestige al-so accrued to those who were

successful in song duels and physical contests such as

buffeting, head-butting and wrestling (Hoebel L954:92,

93; Boas 1964:201).

For females the measure of the self derived from

success at basic subsistence activiti-es, particularly

sewing (Lantis 1950:328), and in bearíng children. ttThe

Eskimo woman, if she Ihad] child.ren, Iheldl a position

of respect and authority in the homerr (Hawkes 1916:116).

ïn addition to the prestige and status a female gained

by performing certain actj-vlties well, she also shared, '

both directly and vlcariously, in the prestige and

prosperity of her husband (Turquetil L929:62) .

The prestige and lntegrity that derived from engaging

in the valued. and required. basic male and female activities
vias reflected, to some extent, in the destination of an

individualfs soul after death: men who died in hunting

accidents and women who died in child.birth both went to

the better of the other worlds.5

Beyond the activities and qualities directly

associated with subsistence, prestige, integrity, and. to

some extent, prosperity, could be gained by both males

and females through the qualities associated with

shamanism. As noted earlier, the shaman was one who was

ttnot unahlare of anythingrt, and by virtue of this quality,
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he/she was particularly capable of dealing with the powers

controlling the world. A shamanfs success in activities

connected with maintaining the community I s proper relations

with the world. earned him/her prestige and influence

within the community.

In summary, .the assumptlons about the nature of

powers in Eskimo-world view defined the powers that

controlled the world as primarily nej-ther inherently good

nor inherently evi1, but rather as extremely dangerous

and morally sensitive to human behavior. The moral

imperatives, obligations, and rules of conduct contained

in Eskimo ethos prescribed activities and called for

qualities held to be consonant with a world so ordered.

Prestige, prosperity, and integrity--part of the

experiential verification of the world view and ethos--

were gained through, and melasured by, the demonstration

of the valued qualities and through success at the

prescribed basic subsistence activities. In the context

of European contaet and settl-ement, these became part of

a set of competing possibilities of assumptions about the

nature of power in the world, moral rul-es and obligations '
activities, and the definitions of prestige, prosperity

and integrity.
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In each of the areas where the movements occurred,

both the contact agents and the duration of their contact

with the Eskimos dlffered. At Sukkertoppen, Friedrichstal,
Godthaab and Nain there were direct and continuous

relations with missionaries and trading posts. In the

Iglulik region and on the Belcher Islands contact with
such agents was i-ndirect and sporadic. At Home Bay there

was extensive lnteraction with whaling fleets.
European contact of both types brought with it the

introduction, directly or indirectly, of a Christian

worl-d view which was a f actor in each of the movements.

The missionaries, of cou.rse, were particularly concerned.

with the introduction of Christian coneeptions. Other

contact agents may al-so have contributed, though primarily

lndirectly, to this through their behavior, both in terms

of their adherence to a Christian view and their
indifference towards or ridicul-e of Eskimo assumptions

and behavior. Aspects of a Christian world view were

also further introduced and spread by Eskimos, converted

or unconverted, themselves. lrlhile the particular

significance of Christian conceptions i-n each case j-s

difficult to assess, such conceptions rrere, nevertheless,

an important aspect of the movements in that they were

World View and Ethos in the Contaet Situation

Fta
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to a great extent in oppositlon to tradltional Eskj-mo

conceptions and comprised part of the total set of

competing assumptions, rul-es and activities in each

situation.

The whole of any Chrlstian world view and ethos, while

ultlmately relevant for understandi-ng these movements, was

not d.irectly a part of the particular situations. I¡lhere

contact with Chrlstian conceptions was mainly or

exclusively through Europeans other than mlssionaries and

through other Eskimos, only limited aspects of such a world

view would, obviouslV, be of immediate signlflcance. Even

in areas where mission activity was greatest, there were

limitations on the introduction of Chrlstian concepti_ons

since the missionari-es themselves selected and elaborated.

particular aspects of their bel-iefs in order to make their
religion more und.erstand.able and acceptable to potential

converts. The Moravians, for example, experienced failure
in gaining converts through a gradual exposition of
Chrlstianity and replaced thei-r early attempts rt...to prove

the existence of God, describe his attributes, the

Creation and the FaII... " (Hiller tgTt:BZ) with an emphasis

on Christ, the Crucifixion and Redemption (Crantz IB20:

SB-59; Hiller IgTt:82). The emphasi-s on these aspects of
Christian belief is reflected in the movements,
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partlcularly i-n the first two in Greenland and those in
Nain, Home Bay and the Belcher Islands.. Those invol-ved

aspects of the Cruciflxion or the imminence, or presence,

of Christ and the Second Coming.

Besides these particular emphases in mj-ssi-onary

teaching, other aspects of Christian world view were,

through contact, brought i-nto competition with traditlonal
Eskimo conceptions. In terms of the previous discussion

of Eskimo world view and ethos, these were, most notably,

the Christian views relating to good and evil and to the

relationship between humans and their environment. While

powers, in the traditional Eskimo view, ulere for the most

part neither inherently good nor inherently evil, the

mlssionaries t conception of the order of powers in the

worl-d sharply distlnguished between good and evil-, between

God and the deviI. In this disti-nction were also

contained new concepts of moral behavior which were

largely absolute in nature and based prlmarily on Mosai-c

law (H1I1er :-}TI:Be,84). This distinction between good

and ev11 extended throughout the Christian cosmology.

The good was identified with heaven, the Christian

upperworld, and the evil with he1l, the underworld, in

contrast to Eskimo cosmology which, while containing both

upper and lower worlds, did not assign such sharply

opposed val-ues to them. In Greenland and Labrador, where
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missionary activity was most intenslve, this distinction

was applied, and easily so from the point of view of the

missionaries, to Esklmo assumptions, rul-es and activities,
most of which were considered evil. Interpreted within a

Christlan framework, Tornarsuk, a major power i-n these

areas who resided under the earth, tt...was transformed

into the Christlan devil, and those spirits over whom he

ruled, and whom he assigned to the angakoks as their
guardian spirits, were presented as his subordinate

demonsrt (Rink IBTT:141). The shamans, who under the

traditionaL system were responslble for maintainlng the

order between human communities and their environment,

were themselves interpreted as agents of evil and became

subject to the abuse, both intellectual and physical, of

the missionaries (Nansen 1893 : 114; 
. 
Bobe I.952: B6-BZ) .

In contradistinction to the assumption that humans

were in significant ways subordinate to the Itwill-s of

animal soulsrt and had therefore to behave in a certain
manner towards them, the Christian, and Biblica1, view

subordinated animal life to human and considered it
primarily as a resource put at humanrs di-sposal by God.

The missionarj-es denied the existence of lrmorally

sensitive beingsrr residing in food resources, and in so

doing challenged the validity of the taboo system, as did

other white men, all of whom tt . looked with supreme
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disdaln on the system of taboo by whlch the balance of the

Eskimo community was maintainedrr (Rasmussen 1930:20). The

traditional bel-ief that there was a direct relationship
between moral behavior and success at subsistence

activities was thus brought into competition with the

Christian system, which claimed no sueh rel-ationship and

whose rt...mlssionaries could say only that the Lord. would

provide, and that if He did not, then there must be a
good reason for itrr (Hiller I?TI:85).

These aspects of a Christian world view and ethos,

whiLe relevant to a greater or lesser extent to all the

movements, are only part of the situations surrounding

each. In addition, other features of these situations,
involving economic, politlcal and ecologi_cal factors,
are also relevant. More specific informati_on 1s

available on these factors, and they will be considered

in relation to each movement.

The Religious Movements

Sukkertoppen ITBT

The sets of competing assumptions, rules and

activitj-es whi-ch were generated here were centered. in
the second primary situation, the question of an

appropri-ate measure of human worth, and the third pri_mary
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situation, a relationship between Eski-mos and Europeans

characterized by shared val-ues with a privileged access

to the rewards implied. by these values.

fn the early years of the settl-ement, mission policy

at Sukkertoppen, directed at the centrallzation of the

population, tended to affect the subsistence activities

on which traditional measures of worth were largely based.

From the beginnings of the mission in Greenl-and in 1727,

a major feature of its policy had been the centralization
of converts and potential converts in permanent

settlements sj-nce seasonal migration, besides offering

opportunities for the converts to return to the traditional

religion through contacts with unconverted Eskimos, was .

viewed by the missionaries a3 a way of life i-ncompatibl-e

with civilization and Christianlty. Hans Egede, the first
Lutheran missionãTy, stated that among other problems

rt. . . their wandering and unstable way of life certainly

offer great hindrances to conversion and ought as much as

possible to be obviated..." (Nansen 1893:106). Berthel

Laersen, the Lutheran missionary in the Sukkertoppen area,

put such a policy into effect (Ostermann L929bt299).

Centralization, however, rr.. .interfered with normal

resource-harvesting practices, and the annual cycle of

activitiesfr (Schuurman I970 t23) . Laersent s requirement

that converts permanently resj-de at Sukkertoppen limited



their exploi-tation of food resources to those whi-ch were

seasonally available, primarily sea manmals, in the

immediate area of this coastal settlement. For the

converts, the missionaryrs policy thus eliminated from

the tradÍtional annual cycle the lnland hunting which was,

from l-ate spring unti-l late surnmer and early autumn, a

major feature of resource exploitation. The permanent

concentration of population at the settlement necessitated.

a more intensive exploitation of resources than had been

the case with the greater mobility and dispersal
characteristic of the traditional system. The greater

lntensity oi exploitation, hovrever, tend.ed ultimately to
over-tax the avail-ab1e resources; thus, missionary policy
indirectly limited the ability to gain the prestige and

prosperity traditionally measured in terms of success at

hunting.

The mission directly undermined other aspects of
social life in which prestige was traditionally gained.

Under its administration, the festj_val_s and gatherings

at which song duel-s and contests of strength took place

were condemned and forbidden (Rink IBTT:143; Jenness 196T:

23-24). Those settled at the mi-ssion station were thus

barred from the prestige and integrity that derived from

success in these individual-istic competit j_ons. The

missionaries also regarded polygamy as evi1, and generally
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would not baptize any partners in a polygamous union.
rrNot until L792 \^Ias a general permission given for the

baptism of such householdsrf (0stermann L929bt332).

Permission was never given, though, for ministers to

solemnize polygamous marriages. At the settlement, then,

while polygamy may have been tolerated to a certain extent,
prestlge no longer accrued to those males who demonstrated.

their capability and prosperity by supportirrg *o"u than

one wife.

But while its policy undermined the traditional
system of values and activities among the group of

converted Eskimos, the mission had attempted to establish

new values and activities, involving new reli-gious beliefs

and practices, new materi-al goods, and new modes of

residence, economic activity, marrlage and educatj-on based

on a Christian European model of community life. The new

modes of subsistence exploitation which were unable to

support the traditional system of prestige and prosperity

also proved, however, over the years, unable to support

permanent settlement. At Sukkertoppen, the pressure on

resources had reduced. them so greatly that Laersen, trin

his later yearstt (he died in LTB?), reluctantly had to

restore to some extent the traditional mi-grations in order

to assure his congregation of a supply of food adequate to

meet the needs of existence (Ostermann I929b:305). In
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limiting the Eskimos ? ability to participate in the new

way of lÍfe and in indicating the environmental validity
of the o1d way, this necessary restoration of seasonal

mlgration questioned some of the basic assumpti-ons and

the new measures of worth, based on life i-n permanent

communities, introduced by the missionaries and in large

measure accepted. by those who became Cfrristi-ans and.

settled at the mission station.

New measures of worth introduced through European

colonization though, involved not only the values rèlated
to missionary activity but also those related to the Danish

trading enterprise. European material goods had been

avall-able to the Eskimos since the 17th century when they

began to trade with whalers and fishermen from various

European nations. This trade, however, was on a limited
scal-e, seasonal and sporadi_c, and it was sj_lent trad.e;

the Europeans laid out their goods and retreated while

the Eskimos left blubber and skins in exchange for them

(Jenness 1967:9-tO,I4-15). With the establishment of

trading posts by the Bergen Company, the General Trading

Company and then the Danish Crown (The Royal Greenland

Trading Company), which took control of the Greenland

trade in \774, the nature of trading activities, and the

rel-ations between the Europeans and the Eskimos involved

in it, changed. The posts provided a more consi-stent
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access to, and a wlder range of, European goods and

resulted in greater contact between the European and

Eskimo partners in the trade.

European goods.which became, 1n a sense, then, more

easi-ly availabl-e at the trading posts, were highly valued

by the Esklmos and served as material measures of

prosperity as well as symbols and sources of prestige.

Some of these goods, such as coffee and European foods,

were add.ed to the diet (Sveistrup :-g49:185-186); others

such as rifles, metal tooIs, and cooking and eating

i-mplements began to replace traditional implements

(Jenness 1967:t5). In order to obtain these goods, the

Eski-mos had to trade the products of thelr hunting

activities. The extent to which these goods were valued

is evident in the excessive trading of subsistence

products for them:'

. . . it frequently happened that an
Eskimo would trade his valuable
sealskin coat and sealskin tent for
cheap European clothing and a tent
of cloth, and would barter away so
much of his blubber that when winter
carne he lacked sufficient fuel to
heat his dwelling and cook his food
(Jenness L967:2L) .

While European goods became additional measures and

symbols of worth, access to them through the trading posts,

that is, the establishment of regular trade, brought j-nto

competition two entirely different systems of exchange,

Ol



each with its own assumptions, values, activities and

modes of measuring worth. The Eskimo system was based.

on free or common access to resources; private property

was severely restricted. Cooperation and generoslty were

valued, and prestige was gained: âs well as prosperity

measured, by the distribution of resources secured through

the basic subsistence actlvities. In contrast to this,

the European traders introduced., and'demanded that the

traditional system be replaced by, a system which was

based on private ownership and free enterprÍse, and which

required the demonstration of individualistic, competitive,

and aggressive qualities in the exploitatlon of resources,

in tradlng, and in interpersonal relations (Jenness L967:

24; Nansen 1893:118). Worth, in this system, was measured

by the indivldual accumulation, rather than distribution,

of goods and resources

The two systems of exchange were in direct

competltion for the allocation of resources secured through

the basic subs j-stence acti-vities. The European system

demanded the direct exehange of resources for the processed

goods; the Eskimo system required the distribution of

resources for subsistence and for mai-ntenance of

traditional social relationships. The Eskimos tended to

view European goods as resources which should have been

part, in additi-on to subsistence products, of their
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exchange system, and wanted the Europeans, whose prosperity

in comparlson to themselves they recognized (Saabye tBtB:

207), to distribute their wealth according to the

traditional Eskimo rules appropriate to gaining prestige

and measuring prosperity (Nansen 1893:160). In the

European system, however, generosity was not generally

forthcoming and free distribution was limited to welfare

1n tj-mes of necesslty. The Europeans, rather than

accepti-ng traditional Eskimo assumptions and, ru1es

regarding the ownership of property,

;,ìå":3å:å"3i';i:åå"1;':Hä;å fiu'o" 
u"

Greenlanders, encouraging them to
save up portions of their booty,
instead of lavishing it abroad in
their usual free-handed way, and so
forth; the prlnciple being that a
more highly-developed sense of
property is the first condition of
civilisation (Nansen 1893:118) .

Among the Eskimos themselves, European goods apparently

did not enter into the traditional system of generalized

reciprocity but became subject to ownership rules more in
keeping with the European system of which they were a part

(Rink IB77:264). The establ-ishment of the trading post

economy made it possible then for individual-s to trade

resources, which under the traditiônal rules had to be

distributed,. for goods which could be utilized or

accumulated as private property (Lj-ndow 1929:\Z).
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Both the trading and mj-ssionary enterprises, however,

were themsel-ves part of a wider political system, that of

the Danish colonial administrati-on, which contrasted

sharply with the Eskimo one both in its mode of

distributing power and in the nature of power wlthin the

system. Power in the traditional system was based on an

opposition between equals, ei-ther indivlduals or groups.

The extent of the power which an individual could hold

was generally limited to the infl-uence that c1me with
prestige, and whj-le it was accessible to anyone who

displayed the requislte skills and was consi-stently

successful in the basic subslstence activities, it was

also, since it r^ias based primarily on a consensual

relationship, subject to withdrawal. In contrasb to this,
the Danish colonial system was based on relationships of

superlority and inferi-ority. Power was centralized in the

traders and missionaries, who served as local-

administrators. The two were comparable in status,

although when they shared the same settlement the

missionary had, Itin practical mattersrl, to accept the

traderfs decisions (Schuurman I9T0:19). Under the

administrative regulations issued by the government in
lT82, the traders r¡rere invested

...with complete jurisdiction over
the native population, and as the
whole admini-stration i-n GreenJand
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The control which the traders and missionaries established

over at least part of the population hadr âs dlscussed, a

severe effect on traditional measures of worth; their
power itself also questioned and tended to undermine the

traditional system. The exerclse of this power, even if
well- intenti-oned, was arbitrary and coerci_ve and was not

subject to the traditional morar order in whlch consensual

influence was the Limit of power accruing to successful

individuals.

European contact and settlement in the Sukkertoppen

area had, at the tlme of the movementr r€sulted in the

introduction and the establishment of a set of assumptions,

moral ruleq and obligations, and activities 1n active
competition with traditional Eskimo world view and ethos.

This competition was based primarily in the activities of
the trad.ers, who worked to replace the Bskimo system with
their own Buropean model of soclo-cultural life. Their

efforts in this were supported by the power they, âs

1ocal administrators, held and by their apparent

prosperity, both of which, in being viewed by the Eskimos

as greater than their own, questioned the adequacy of the

traditional definitions of prosperity, the prestige and

at that tlme took place through the
medium of the trader, he hras given
very great authority over the
population, because so much was left
to his discretion (Lindow 1929256).
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influence that derived from it, and the prescribed

activities required to gai-n these measures of worth.

The unfavorable attitude of the mi-sslonarles towards

polygamy and their opposition to the traditional festivals
tended to eliminate these as areas in which valued

quallties could be demonstrated, and the mlssionts policy

of centralization, for the years it was in effect, tended

to limit success at the subsi-stence acti_vities basic to
worth as defined by the traditional Eskimo ethos. The

refusal of Europeans to accept Eskimo moral_ rules and

obllgations and the ability of Eskimos: âs a result of

the system of exchange introduced by the Europeans, to
evade these rules and obligations also,contributed to the

undermining of traditional modes of measuring human worth.

I,rlhÍIe the oId assumptions about the nature of the

world and the rules of conduct relating to it were

becoming unviable, the new, European, assumptions and rules

became, through the activities of the missionaries and

traders, increasingly shared by the Eskimos, particularly

by those who were converted and settled at the mission

station. The relatlonship between the Europeans and the

Eskimos, however, indicates the third primary situation;
the Eskimos had only limited access to the rewards, i.e.,
European prestige and materj-al- prosperity, implied by the

commonly held assumptions, values, and rules.
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Besldes the limitations which were placed on their

access to the European mode of l-ife by the necessary

restoration of seasonal- migrations, there were other

factors, centered primarily in the colonial economic

system, which limited the Eskimos I access to European

prestige and material prosperity. The Eskimos, âs Nansen

reported,

. . .were from the first.. . shamelessly
defrauded by the European traders,
who used false weights and measures,
and gave them, in barter, wares of
wretched quality. ï need only
mentionr oh Saabyers authority, that
the traders of the last century I the
lBthl used excessively large four
bushel measures, which had, in
addltion, flo bottom, but were
carefulLy placed over cavitles in
the fIoor. These the natives had to
fill with'their blubber when they
wanted to sell it, so that what
passed for four bushels ïras in
reality at least six. They knew and
understood quite well that they were
being cheated... (1893:161).

Through thei-r dishonest practices, the traders, since

their lncomes were based on a percentage of their postst

trade (Jenness 1967 236) , not only increased their own

prosperity and their prestige within the trading company,

but also limited the Eski-mos I access to material goods

and the prestige tlnat derived from them.

The trade policies of the Danish government also

affected the cost, in subsistence resources, of European
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products. fn LTB2, the government introduced a fixed
price system. All imported goods were divided into three

categories:

those most needed, those less
necessary and those which, in
relation to the Greenlanders, mlght
be characteri-zed as luxuries. The
purchase prices for the commodi_ties
of these three groups were given a
gradual addition, smallest for the
first and greatest for the last of
these groups (Sveistrup L949:LT6).

The intent and result of this policy was to effectively
limit the Eskimost access to goods, such as good c1oth,

tobacco and coffee, which although they were used. and

val-ued by both Eski-mos and Europeans, were viewed by the

Royal Greenland Trading Company as luxuries, not for the

Europeans, but for the Eskimos

Access to material goods was not the only area,

however, withln which unequal distribution of European

rewards was evident. The ner^i activities which were

introduced, that is, jobs related to the mission and. the

trade, through which prestjge and prosperity in the

European system could be gained, were open primarily,
and in some cases, exclusively, to Europeans. In the

early period of colonization, Europeans occupied all
positions in thre mission and the trade (ostermann L929a:

L77).. The General- Trading Company which was in charge of
al-l- trading operations until rTT4 usually hired five men,
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a1l Europeans, to run each trad.ing post (Jenness 1967:16).

In the latter part of the l8th century, tt...it became the

practlce to use native labour at the settlements, but only

in positions whi-ch required no training whatever, âs it

was considered impossible to impart tralning of any kind

in Greenlandrr (Ostermann 1929a:l-77). Eski-mos were hired

only to perform such tasks as loading and unl-oading boats

and transporti-ng passengers and freight along the coast

(Jenness 1967:25). No Eskimo was employed as a trader,

or even assi-stant trader at this time.

The mission employed no Eskimos 1n the early period

and attempted to'staff its mission stations with orphaned

Danish boys who were sent to GreenLand and appoi-nted as

catechi-sts. They were given these jobs because it was

thought that they would be more reliable and conscientious

than Eskimos (Saabye 1B1B:63). However, the demand for

catechists and lnstructors soon became too great, and the

Missi-on College in Denmark had to conslder other

alternatives. Since the misslon had been instructing the

population in the rudiments of Christianity from the early

years, it was decided to appoint Eskimos to jobs as

catechists and i-nstructors at sma1l and outlying
settlements. These.jobs paid very litt1e, but provided

access to the limited prestige that was available to the

Eskimos in the European system and they were taken
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prinarily for that reason (Jenness 1967:26-27; Rink IBTT:

169-170) .

lrlhile the Eskimos, then, had learned ski1Is relevant
to the European system and had come increasingly to share

in the assumptlons and values of that system, their access

to the rewards which these values and assumptions impIied.,

and which should. have derived from the new ski1ls, was

lim1ted. These limitatlons were, in large measure, the

resul-t and i-ntent of Danish policy.

Throughout the eighteenth, and most
of the nineteenth, century Denmark
considered it her duty, j-n obedience
to the teachings of the New
Testament, to convert the Eskimos to
the Christlan faith and ease the
hardships and sorrows of their daily
lives; but not to give them rights
and privileges equal to those of the
favoured whites, and not to make
them discontented with the humble
position allotted to them on earth
by their Creator (Jenness L96T:18).

The socio-cu1tura1 situation within which the movement

developed, then, was characterized by a competition between

two different systems of measuring human worth, and by a

differential access to the rewards of the new system.

Within the approach taken here, these cond.itiond are

viewed as bases for the rise of religious movements, and

as such, their significance for any movement should be

reflected in the practices and beliefs of the movement

itself. In the case of the movement in Sukkertoppen,
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however, there is almost no information 1n this area; the

revelations of Mary Magdalene have, .in particul-ar, not

been recorded. The one revelati-on whi-ch is recorded

though, lndicates the importance of the situation for the

rise of the movement. In the almost mythic account of

it, the revelation followed upon marltal difficulties
between Mary Magdalene and Habakkuk. These difficulties
themselves are representative of the wi-der problem of the

competition between the Eskimo and Buropean systems.

Habakkuk desired a second wife , that is, a traditional
measure of worth; his wife I s response was also an attempt

to gain greater prestige and prosperity, but that of the

European rather than the Eskimo system. The instructions
not to marry a European which Mary Magdalene received

from the dead ancestors resol-ved not only their personal

difficulties, but also indicated a general resolution of

the eompetition between the two systems: the separation

of the Eskimo and European social and moral communities.

This resolution was accepted by others, and, âs the

movement gained in membership throughout the Sukkertoppen

area, ârr independent community was formed. The

establishment of the new community involved neither a

return to a traditional mod.e of life nor the acceptance

of a European mode, but rather the begi-nnings of a new

social and moral- order in which both of the competing
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modes were reflected. New rules governing relations
between indlvlduals were established; Habakkuk, for
example, reordered the systems of exchange by centralizing
the distribution of game. Holiness and sal-vation became

primary measures of worth and were accessible to all.
While the particular deflnitions of the measures of worth

in the new community have not been recorded, worth was

apparently clearly defined, and the attaÍnment of it was

clearly and publicly symbolized by the type of handshake

given by Mary Magdalene and by the flring of guns to

announce an individualts salvation. In a situation
characterized by ambiguity about the definition of human

worth and by the inaccessibility of worth, then, the

movement attempted to establish new measures of worth'

which were both clearly defined and generally attainable.

Frledrichstal 1853-1854

The colonial situation in West GreenLand at the time

of the religious movement in Friedrichstal was, for the

most part, not very different from what it had been during

Habakkukrs movement three-quarters of a century earlier.
The European economic system had become more firmly
entrenched by this time but active competition between the

European and Eskimo systems and their appropriate measures

of worth was still present, and access to rewards implied
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by the lncreasingly shared assumptions remained, in large

measure, the privilege of Europeans. Both these conditions

were in part the resu1t of formal and informal colonial
pollcies which were inconsistent with themselves and

within the soclal and. envlronmental situation, and which

were based on the assumption that the Eskimos were

incapable of sharlng any power and authority with the

Europeans.

The Eskimos were urged to maintain their trad.itional
subsistence actlvities, and were dlssuaded from buying

certaln European goods which the administration deemed

unnecessary for their health and survival. However, while

emphasizing the traditional way of 11fe, the admini-stration
began employing more Eskimos, and paying them in cash.

They also rr...considered Iit] desÍrabr-e that the population

of Greenland should abandon the original earth and. peat

huts in favor of wooden houses'r (Sveistrup 1949 IITT), and

to this end instltuted a policy of offering wood.en houses,

and i-ron stoves to heat them, at relatively 1ow prices.
There was little interest in the project at this time

though, probably because of the cost (Jenness 196T:47) and

because permanent dwellings requlring wood to heat them

were lncompatible with traditional nomadic life in a

nearly treeless environment.

The increase in employment and. the j-ntroducti_on of
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money (script redeemabre at trading posts) contributed. to

the strengthening of the European system of exchange and

the consequent weakenlng of the traditional system. IIot

only were government employees paid money for their
services, but also hunters, trappers and fishermen for
the goods they traded at the posts. Since money, l_ike

most European goods, did not enter into the traditional
exchange system, its use must have further facilitated the

evasion of traditional reciprocal obligations by those who

wj-shed. to do 
"o6 and. isolated. wage earners from ,,...an

estabLished and still relevant prestige systemtt (Burridge

7969:106). For example, mldwives, who formerly had gained

traditional prestige and integrity for their effici-ency

and experience, were now recompensed with money from the

administration for their services (Sveistrup l-949:lZ) .

The apparent dominance of the European economic

system and the concomitant subordination of the Eskimo one

would seem to i-ndicate that the Eskimos had achieved access

to the rewards implied by commonly held assumptions. But

whi-le thelr access to rewards did, in fact, increase during
this period, it remaj-ned limited i-n nature, both for wage

earners and for the traditionally employed

The types, and consequently the number, of positions

open to those Eskimos who sought wage labor were few

(Jenness 1967:46). Basically, they were hired for such
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jobs as traderrs assistant, servant, midwife, and

catechist i at Moravian missions, about twelve Eskimos

were usually hired as servants (Jenness 196T:46). The

positions of minister, trader and skilled laborer, ê.8.,

mlner and carpenter, were fil1ed by Europeans. Esklmos

were unable to attain any positions of prestige or any

tt...positlons of authority vali-d fon the total environmentrr

(Burridge L969tI52). (Even many years later Rink was to

say thatrl...the service to be had from the natives in

their present state is only of inferior quality as regards

the management of stores and commandlng or directing other

peopleil t1877:299-3001 ). This pattern of employment had

been attributed to their inability to speak Danish. Yet

no attempt had. even been made unti-l 1846 to teach any

segment of the population Danish (Jenness 1961 :43). lrihat

seems to have been more important than their lack of

training in limiting their access to jobs was their being

Eskimo, since being European was considered not only

necessary bnt also sufficient for appointment to higher

positions in the Trade and Administration (Rink LBTT:160).

There was a general j-ncrease in prosperity for the

Eskimos during the second quarter of the 19til century, but

in comparison wj-th the Europeans, their prosperity remained

slight. As the prices paid for their products increased

(seal oil doubled in price between 1836.and 1844) and the
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prices of imported goods remained stable (Jenness 1967:4I),

life became more comfortable for those traditionally
employed. Their prosperity, however, was present only

during certain seasons; for the rest of the year, they were

reduced to living on welfare, and they perceived themselves

to be deprived in relation to the Europeans (Rink IBTT:

160). Wage earners, while they had. a degree of security
which came with permanent employment (Jenness 1967:43) ,

were livlng in a manner not very different from the rest
of the population (Rint< IB77:190-191).

By the mid 1840s, traditionally employed Eskimos and

thei-r families, who comprlsed about 95/, of the total
population (Jenness 1967243), were finding it even more

difficult to gain any rewards within either the Eskimo or

the European system. A climatic change, the results of

whlch began to be evident at this time (Rink LB77:I59) ,

was a partial cause of this. A branch of the Gulf Stream,

which previ-ously had only reached the southern tip of
Greenland, increased in strength and extended itself as far

.-Onorth as 65- latitude along the west coast of Greenland.

Although this arm of the current remained ab a depth of

more than 150 feet, it warmed the waters suffieiently
enough to prevent many of the fiords from freezing over for
more than a few weeks during the course of the winter. As

a result of this, the seals moved northward (Jenness L964:
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111). Coupled with the climatic change was an overhunting

of migratory seals at their breeding grounds at the mouth

of the St. Lawrence River and i-n the waters around Jan

Mayen and the i¡ihite Sea (Jenness 1967:43; Sveistrup

]-9L+9: 14-15 ) .

Both of these occurrences, as they depleted the seal-

population along the west coast, served to affect that
resource upon which the Eskimos were most dependent.

...the population was reduced to a
very deplorable state.... Tents
and umi-aqs decayed and the natives
did not even have the necessary
clothes and bedding. Summer
journeys and tent l1fe ceased; no
provisions were coLlected; the
profits from sealing dwindled,
being at least insufflcient to
provide the Greenlanders themselves
with the necessary skins; even the
number of wlnter'dwellings decreased,
and those sti11 exJ-sting fell i_nto
decay, âs failing blubber for heating
purposes, the woodwork was used as
fuel- (Lindor^¡ r_929 :58-59) .

t¡riithout seals for subslstence and seal oil for the trade,
the Eskimos were cut off. not only from the rewards of the

Eur,opean system, but also from the prestige, prosperity,

and integrity that accrued to the successful hunter in
Eskimo society. Beyond the rewards of either system

though, the traditional activities could no longer be

relied on to provide even the minimal lntegrity of mere

subsistence.
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The state of distress was greatest at
the dwelling places of the Moravian
Brethren, where the people lived in
complete dependency and too great
concentratlon, being crowded together
in'mlserable, tumble-down earthen
huts and mostly derlvlng a precarlous
living from fishing (Lindow L929:58-59).

Friedrichstal, a Moravian settl-ement located on the

southwest coast, was undoubtedly greatly affected by the

changes which took pIace. The movement, which began during

one very severe wj-nter (Rink L877.159), was an attempt on

the part of the participants to comprehend and order an

unsatisfactory social environment furth.er aggravated by

climatic and faunal changes. These changes represented

manifestations of new, uncomprehended powers which

undermined success at subsistence activities and questioned

current assumptions about worth. In as much as the

Moravian missionaries were in large measure not d.irectly
dependent on the i-mmediate environment, the fail-ure of

sealing also served to emphasize the differential access

to rewards already present in the community.

The religious movement in Friedrichstal was first
directed at establishing a new communj-ty which woul-d

incl-ude only Eskimos; to this end the partici_pants embarked

on a plan of proselytization aimed at the conversion of all_

Eskimos to the new soclal order. The exclusion of

Europeans from this community served to differentiate the
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new order, in which worth would be clear and attainable for
Eskimos, from the current order, in which worth was

ambiguous, and for the most part, the privilege of

Europeans. Gabriel, 1n fact, âs leader of the movement,

assumed the position of the missionary, the most powerful

and prestigious position in any Moravian community, and

performed aLl- the church duties including the celebration

of religious rites.

In attempting to establish a new order, Gabrlel and

his followers drew on European symbols and sources of
prestige, power and authority, and in part, reinterpreted
them. The movement itself, for example, had its orlgin in
the same source of divine revelation as did European

Christianity, and the prophet (wiatthew) took the name

Gabriel, the Biblical herald of good news, comfort and the

first coming of Christ. The behavior .of the participants

in wounding their hands and sucking the blood may have

been an elaboration and further interpretati-on of the

Moravj-an emphasis on the power of the Crucifixion.
The attempt to reorder an unsatisfactory social

situation culminated in an attempt at total separatlon

from it: the announcement of the impendì-ng end of the

world. The destruction of property which accompanied the

total separati-on is perhaps of particular significance in
light of the importance of property in the conflict between
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the traditional Eskimo and European systems of measuring

worth. The destruction of property can thus be seen as

clearing the ground: so to speak, of crucia] ambiguities

and confllcts in social- relations in preparation for the

new set of assumptions, rules and activities which were to

replace the old unmanageable situation and which were to

be established by the awaited Second Coming.

Godthaab ]-907-1908

occurred in Greenland in one particular respect. Those in

Sukkertoppen and Friedrichstal attempted to establish new

orders, which while lncorporating and reflecting aspects

of the European social- and moral order, rejected it in

favor of new and physically separate communi-ties. In

Godthaab, the movement took place within the European ord.er

(the Church). It was not an attempt to establish a

physically separate community, but rather an attempt to

create a viabl-e system of measuring worth and gaining

access to it within the context of the social, political,

economic and religious (in the sense of'ttChurch") situation
at the ti-me.

This difference was, at least in part, a result of the

continuing development of the social and ecological

situation in Greenl-and. It reflects, perhaps, an increased

This movement differs from the first two which
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understanding of the situation and an accomodatlon to it
both on the part of the Greenlanders, who could develop a

movement within the Danish Church, and the Danish Church,

whlch coul-d accept a native religious movement.

During the period 1B7O to 1907, subsistence actlvities
in hlest Greenland underwent changes. Sea mammal hunting,

the traditional subsistence activity, beeame, for the most

part, unviable. The Greenland (right) whale population had

become so depleted tlnat these animals were not even hunted

after 1870 (Jenness 1967:63) and the continuing effects of
the climatic change coupled with a human population

i-ncrease of nearly 50% (Mattox f971:B) resulted in a

decllne in the number of seal-s available to any one hunter.

The climatic change, however, brought fish to Greenland

waters and many adult males turned to fishing for their
livlihood. A smalL fishing industry, under private

auspices, developed in Holsteinborg and Sukkertoppen for
arctic char and in Jacobshavn for Greenland halibut
(hel-lefisk) (Jenness 196T t57-5Bt Mattox IgTI:9).
Opportunities for wage labor also increased during this
period. An apprenti-ceship program begun in the mid 19th

century had, by 1870, provided some Greenlanders with semi-

skil-Ied jobs (Jenness 1967:54), and administrative economy

measures after 1BB2 indirectly resul-ted in the hiring of
more Eskimos by the Royal Greenland Trade (Jenness 196T:
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55-56) .

hlith the changes brought about in subsi-stence

actlvities, the Greenlanders became lncreasingly. more

dependent on the store. Those earni-ng wages had to

purchase almost aL1 goods they needed at the store;
fishermen, while they coul-d provide some of their own

food, had to obtaln clothing and oil at the store (Jenness

196T 163), and. even hunters rt...were no longer able to
provide for their absolutely necessary needs... r' (Sveistrup

1949:36) except by buying at the store. Indeed, by the

beginning of the 20tln century the consumptlon of imported

European goods had grown to such an extent that it was

partially instrumental in creating a trade imbalance

(wtattox \9TL:5).

Although dependence on the store grer^i during thÍs
perlod, the ab1lity, ãt least of hunters and fishermen, to
purchase desi-red and needed artj-cles did not. Sealing

became increasingly unprofitabl-e since the number of

surplus sea1s, i. e. , those available for trade, fe11 from

4.f to 2.1 per capita (iUattox 1971:B), and the price paid

for a barrel of seal oiL fell from /1 kroner i-n 1BB2 to

40 kroner in 1903 (wlattox 79TI:5). The profits to be

gained from fishing were al-so limited due to the

underdeveloped state of the industry (Jenness 196T:

63-64,75 ) and to the governmental- restrlctions placed on
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its growth (Mattox I97I:B-9; Jenness 1967t5T-58).

By the beginning of the 20th eentury, many

Greenl-anders were becoming more knowledgeable about Danish

adminlstratlve policies and growing resentful of them.

Due to the nature of many of the technological changes

occurring in the worldr €.9.: better transportation, they

were becoming aware of the outside worId, and felt that
Greenland was being excluded from it by the trprotectionisttt

polici-es of the government (Jenness 1967:66,67). perhaps

most of all, though, they felt that they were not being

given an equal share in the countryts economy and

government. One Greenlander wrote:

the Greenlanders have also progressed
in knowledge and development, but in
splte of this they have never got any
further. By this I mean that we were
given more and more actual knowledge,
but that which should be the fruit of
knowledge, viz. better conditions of
life, and better positions we were
never given. And therefore we were
bound to stand still, in spite of our
development (Ostermann L9Z9a:198) .

The government, however, was not totally unmindfur of the

complaints of the Greenl-anders and in response to both

the ecological and social changes taking place instituted
a number of new policies. rn 1903 it took over the fishing
ind.ustry (Mattox ]rIT]-:10); in ]1906 it se! up an

experimental sheep breeding station (Jenness l96T:TT);

and in 1905, in an attempt to alleviate the social
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d.iscontent of a lar"ge number of the population, it passed

the Church and School Act which calIed for a more

Greenl-andi-c clergy and provided for i-ncreased educational-

opportunities for Greenland Eskimos.

The new economic policies, however, were conservative

and linited in scope, and. did not substantially alter the

government t s orientation towards maintaining the

tradj-tional economic system. Although the government took

over the fishing industry in 1903, "...it was a halting and

reluctant take-over, ...for the official order of the

government stlpulated. that tthe Greenlanders were not to be

taken away from the important Seal- hunt in order to pursue

char fishingr...ri (Mattox I}TL:tO). The government,

through the Royal Greenland Trade, continued to emphasize

sealing as the primary, and ideally the sole ' occupation

f or Greenland.ers. Concern with the adequacy of sealj-ng in

filting this rol-e, however, led to the calling of a

Commission in 1906 to consider the future of the industry.

Despite the negative conclusion of the majority of the

members (Mattox L97]-:.T), the Royal Greenland Trade

apparently followed the minority opi-nion, represented by

the Director of the Trade (Mattox 1971:B), and did not

begin to d.evelop the fishing industry until f9fO-1911

(lvlattox L}TI:14). Continued emphasis on seallng as the

primary occupation was also given by a redistribution p1an,
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called the rrepartitlonr, which provided sealers with

capital, derived from a tax on all Greenland products

purchased by the Trade, for fr...improving their homes and

purchaslng better equi-pmenttr (Jenness 1967: BB) .

Although the Chureh and School Act was l-ess

conservative than the economic policies, it nevertheless

tended to be both limited in scope and slow in effecting
change. The ecclesiastical reforms contained. in the Act

were meant to give Greenlanders representation in the

Church hierarchy, but they were not reforms that could

or would be implemented quickly and indeed it was not until
well after 1910 that the larger percentage of clergymen

were Greenlanders (Jenness L96T:6Brt10) and. not until I9L2

that the Greenland rmissionr became known as the rChurch

of Greenlandt (Jenness 1967268). The educational reforms

of the Act were limited to the provision of more funds for
education and. the establiàhment of a high school which

wou1d traj-n Greenlanders for religious, administrative,
service, and skilled labor positions. As the enrollment

of the school was limited to forty students, with less

than a third of them receiving further education, many

viewed the reforms as insufficlent to enable the

Greenlanders to participate equally with.Europeans in the

administration and development of the colony (Jenness

7967:69-70).
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The government approach to social and economic change,

then, was essentially conservative. It was oriented

towards maintaining the situation in which Greenlanders

had limited access to the rewards of the system through a
policy of continued emphasis on sealing as the primary

activlty and measure of worth with limited acceptance and

development of aLternatlve activities. Despite the

conservative government approach, however, the population

desired differentiation and the rewards, i.e., greater

prestige, prosperity and parti-cipation in Greenaland t s

development, implicit in specialization. In fact, by the

early 20th century, the non-European population had become

signifieantly differentiated in terms of the occupations

in which its members engaged. Sealing was no longer

adequate as a basic activity for all ma1es, but the

climatic change opened. up fishing as an alternative
occupation, and the expansion of the Trade, the Church and

the colonial administration, provided an increased number

of speci-ali-zed ful-l and part time occupations such as

traderrs assi-stant, laborer, midwife, clergyman and

catechist.

The passing of sealing as

all- who were able were expected

the passing of a conmon measure

specialized occupations called

a basic activity 1n which

to engage, however, meant

of worth; each of the

for different quali-ties and
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each gave different rewards. The religious movement which

began 1n l-907 provided, through membership Ín

congregations, a common reference group for those who had

become differentiated and a basis for resolving the

question of an appropriate measure of worth.

Through these congregations the populati-on

participated 1n community services such as aiding the

needy and orphans and visiting the sick, organizatLonal

activities involving membership on the executive committees

of the congregations and contributing to the maintenance

and furnlshing of church buildings, and more formal

religious activities including prayer meetings, Bible

readings and hymn singings. In the context of the

movement t s congregatlonal system, such activities became

basic activities to which afl had access and in which all

who coul-d were expected to engage. Implicit in these

activlties w.ere common measures of worthr âppl-icable to

the entire population, involving an emphasis on the

traditionaL value of mutual helpfulness, the establ-ishment

of an integrity based on responsibility for the successful

maintenance of the congregational- organizations, and a

value placed on participation in and understanding of

religious ceremonies and beliefs.

In providing a resolution for problems of personal

worth, the movement al-so addressed itself to the more
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general problems involved in the relatlons between the

Greenl-anders and their European rulers. The composition

of hymns 1n Greenl-andic and the substitution of

Greenlandic phrases or words for certain Dani-sh religious
concepts and phenomena suggest that Greenlanders had

reaehed a point at whlch they understood and shared many of

the basic assumptlons about power contained in Danish

Lutheran re1i91on. Despite the increased sharing of

assumptions, however, the sltuation remained one in which

the Danes held a privileged. positlon as the source of

religious knowledge and the directors of Church activities.
Through its congregatlons, wlth thei-r Bible discussions

and organizational responsibilities, the movement

questioned and attempted to resolve this situatlon. With

the establishment of the congregations, the Greenl-anders

began to take control, both in organizing the actlvities
and in maintaining the buildings, of their own Church,

rather than operatJ-ng as part of a mission with no

congregational autonomy; they also began to affect official
Church policy, e.9., the increase in the frequency of

Communion services at the insi-stence of the Greenlanders.

The Greenland mission in facl became the Church of

Greenland in l-9l-2, indicating not only the acceptance by

the Europeans of the Greenlanders I desire and abitity to

control their oi^rn Church, but also a sufficient
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comprehension and mastery of the European system by the

Greenlanders to requi-re the acceptance by the Danj-sh

Chureh of their autonomy and equality.

Nain 1873-1874

The movement which occurred in Nain, unlike those

already discussed, was particularly short-lived and had few

discernible aftereffects. Like the other movements,

however, it arose in a situati-on of changed and changlng

assumptions, values and activities. The situation at this
settl-ement ïias one which had developed from the beginnings

of Moravi-an missionary activity in ITTI and involved not

only the interaction between the Eskimos and the

missionaries, but also the presence of a third. group,

European settlers, whose values, âssumptions and activities
differed from those of both other groups.

The Moravian mission obtained the l-and upon which it
established Nai-n through an Order in Council of the British
government in IT69. Before settling on the 1and. they had.

the Eskimos sign a bill of sale and paid them with fish
hooks and needles. They felt that this action would , ãt

any future date, further justify their claim to the land

(Kleivan L966:28).

Their approach to the task of converting and

civilizing the Eskimos was first to have them settle on the
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missi-on land and remain there throughout the year.

Moravian religion was essentially a
social experience, the ldea being to
bind the faithful together in a

::iåiä:u":å,3í:'8;íix,T:xi;u *"- a
contradicti-on in terms, and the
Moravlans in Labrador aimed to form
communitles where the Eski_mos might
I come and settle near the
Mlssionaries and quitt thelr
vagabond life I in order to learn the
virtues and delights of the
Chrlstian civilizatlon. . . (Hitter
LgTt: B7) .

The formatlon of a separate community besides being a baslc

tenet of the rerigion, also served to isolate converts from

the potentially tharmfulr influences of Europeans and other
Eskimos (HilLer l97L:BZ). A tradj-ng post was established.

at the settlement partiall.y for the same reason: it was

hoped that it would keep the Eskimos away from European

traders in the south (Hiller I7TI:84). The store, however,

did not carry certain goods such as European food, firearms
and other products that the missionaries felt might be

injurious to the Eskimos (Hilter LgTLtgZ).

The control which the missionaries claimed over the

land was directed at mai-ntaining a separation between

converted and unconverted Eskimos. In 1283, they built
houses at Naj-n, and only those who promised to be

converted coul-d live in them (Kleivan 1966:29). This

housing policy, as well as thei-r prohibition of Eskimo
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social and .religious actÍvities such as games, dances,

songs and myth-te11ing contributed to the breakdown of the

traditional patterns of social and economic cooperatlon
(Kleivan :.966229,70-TI; Hi1ler l97t2BT ,96) . The acceptance

of physical separation by potentlal converts thus meant

thelr separation from the traditional social order.

The Moravians restructured Eskimo social- life through

the institution of 'cfioirs'. Each gfoup in the community,

e.g., single men, child.ren, married. women, belonged to a

separate choir. rrEach tchoirr was instructed in its
special way of service to the community and God...tt

(Peacock 1964:446). New leadership roles were also created.

by the mission in its attempt to establ-ish a settled form

of life. Two councils of native assistants were formed to
help maintain order in the settlement. One of these, the

church council, was composed of six to eight men and women

appointed by the missionaries; the other consisted of three

or four men elected by ballot every three years. These

assistants served primarily as intermedlaries, enforcing

rules, reporting the community t s opinion on any new

measures introduced by the missionaries, and media0ing

conf lj-cts between communi_ty residents (Jenness 19 65 z5I-52;

Kleivan L966 t75) . In place of trad j_tional_ economic

patterns, the missionaries attempted to introduce a

European pattern based on a six day work week, thrift and
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planning for the future (Hi11er IgTI:89). Concomitantly,

they kept their economic dealings with the Bsklmos on a

purely eonlractual basis: neither giving anything (except

in time of dire need) nor expecting anything (Hiller

tgTI: B5) .

The settlement policy, however, proved unworkable due

to the inability of l-ocal resou.rces to support a permanent

population. The Eskimos were thus expected to live at Nain

during the winter supporting themselves on the supply of

food gathered during summer hunting expeditions. (They

were strictly admonished not to fraternize with unconverted

friends and relatives whil-e out on these hunting trips ) .

They were not very successful with the arrangement though,

since often they did not secure enough and Nain was a poor

winter hunting area (Hiller I977:85). Although they did

not really wish to do so, it often became necessary for the

missionaries to extend credit to the Bskimos at the store
(Hi11er IgTI:94).

By the beginning of the. 19th century more converts had

been made and new economic activities r¡iere introduced in
the community. The missionaries hired women in the

community to work for them: to tend their vegetable gardens

and perform domestic chores (Klei-van L966:63 ,42) . In the

1820s they opened sealing stati-ons. Eskimo creurs were

hired to do the hunting, done with nets, and were paid with
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every third seal they caúght (Kleivan L966:62).

The assumptions and vaLues upon which the Moravian

mission was based were in direct competition with

traditional Esklmo assumptions, values and rul-es. The

missionaries I emphasis on thrift and balanced reciprocity

was in sharp contrast to the traditional emphasis on

generosity and generalized reciprocity. For the converts,

worth could no longer be measured in terms of an

individualts generosity or his /her success in a traditi-onal

aetivity such as song duels. It could no longer be

measured in terms of srlccess at hunting either, since the

housing policy affected the ability to hunt at the

appropriate time and place and indirectly specified with

whom one could hunt.

In attempting to maintain the permanent population

during the winter the missionaries introduced a

distribution system which also served to reduce

opportunities for gaining individual self-worth and public

recognition. Two-thirds of the seals caught at the seali-ng

stations were not distributed by the individuals who worked

the nets, but were placed in a storehouse where each week

during the winter rreiner, zwei, drei oder mehrer nach

Ma_asgab.e des Vorr.athes an jeder Hausf.amilie verteilt... rr

(quoted in Kleivan L966:62). (One, two, three or more

depending on how much was available were distributed to
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each family). Beyond its effect on individual worth, thi-s

system of distribution brought into question the basic

integrity of the people. Although they still caught the

seals, these became the property of the mj-ssionaries and

were only distrlbuted as welfare, a point emphasized by

the fact that the skins and blubber from these rgiftst had

to be returned (Kleivan 1966:62). The Eskimos thus no

longer directly supported themsel-ves but were dependent on

others for subsistence during part of the year.

Thei-r attempt to adopt neïi measures of worth through

the use and ownershi-p of European goods was curtailed. The

Eskimos were prohibited from travelling south; they were to

obtain their European goods through the mission store which

provided them with only those goods which the missionaries

felt woul-d not be harmful. The store, however, provided

a wider range of goods for the missionaries. Since it was

felt that they could not live like the native population,

they were offered such i-tems as coal, canned meat and

fruit, vegetables, bacon, eoffee and.sugar (Jenness 1965:

33). Within the settlement itself, then, the Moravians

established a differential access to the reward.s of the

trade economy.

The missi-onariesr desires to keep the Eskimos from the

effects of 'unscrupulous hlhite tradersr and certain

European goods were thwarted. After 1830 traders came
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north lncreasingly often and settler-traders lived near

Nain by at least 1846 (Kleivan 1966:92,93). The effect of

theír appearance was significant. The mission store was

forced to violate its own principles on the preservation of

Eskimo culture and stock more varied goods in an attempt to

protect both the Eskimos and itself . The Eskj-mos had to be

protected from bad influences and the store from 1oss. The

store was in danger of loss not only because the Eskimos

took trade to the newcomers but also because they then ran

up debts at the mission store. The missionaries were not

completely successful and after awhile the Eskimos were in

constant debt to the mlssion store and eventually,

virtually under obligation to d.o their trading there

(Kleivan 1966:83). Although the travelling traders and,

later, the fishermen \^iere a problem for the Moravi-anst

missionizlng task, they only visited sporadically; the

settler-traders, being in constant proximity, were a

conti-nuous probl-em for them. The conflict that arose among

the three--missionaries, settler-traders and Eskimos--in

respect to the trade, r,ìias to be a major one, and remain

unresolved for many years.
rrFor the trading Settl-er who wanted to earn money, and

the Eskimo who wanted to acquire highly valued wares for

himself, the trade formed the basis of a contact which was

sati-sfactory to both partiesrf (Kleivan L966:102) . The
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Moravlans] however, disapproved of the Esklmosf

fraternization wlth the settlers, especi-ally after the

latter introduced the populatlon to liquor. Nevertheless,

the Eskimos, though often in secret, continued their
rel-ations wlth the settl-ers, sometimes even movlng near

them for short period.s of time (Kleivan Lg66:98,99).

They were lnfluenced to a very great extent by the

settlers. The consumption of European goods began to rise
sharply during thls period, and house style and livlng
habits changed. Some Eskimos began to build European-sty1e

houses. The Periodic Accounts for 1B4B reported that in
1846 an Eskimo in Nain built himself

a half-Elrropean house, after the
pattern of the Southern traders
settled in our nelghborhood. It is
more and more the wish of the
Esquimaux to have each a separate
dwelling of his own.... I¡rIe must...
remark that the Esquimaux houses are
distinguished by greater order and
cleanllness than formerly, some have
even floors, which they keep clean,
and others are decorated with
pictures and shelves of crockery
(quoted in Kleivan L966:34).

The move to single family houses began at the same time

that the style changed. The missionaries were always

desirous of such a change, regarding p1ura1 family housing

as somewhat immoral (Kleivan 1966:34). However, it
appears to be more 1ike1y that imitati_on of the settlers t

lifestyle and participation in trading actj-vities were more
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instrumental in the changes. Once i-ndividuals began to

participate in trading activities, they could not and

possibly would not, engage in tradltlonal distribution

activities. Moving out of pluraI family houses more

easily enabled those who so desired to evade traditional

obllgations (Kleivan Lg66:42) .

The adoption of some of the values and measures of

worth represented by the settLers meant for the Eskimos

an increased need to participate i-n the trading economy

and thus led them to engage in new activities more

conduci-ve to success in this economy. Fishing had always

been relatively lnsigniflcant for subsistence; before the

middle of the 19th century, they engaged in very little

of 1t, and this was done so1e1y by women (Kleivan L966:

55,65) . However, when they became aware that a commercial-

fishery could provide them with products to sell at the

store, they took up the activity in earnest. The 1860s

and 1870s saw an explosive expansion of the cod fishery
(Kle1van 1966:56). The men and. boys fished, the women

gutted. and. cleaned them and all sal-ted, washed and dried

them (Kleivan 1966265). Fox trapping, which had. been done

since the early mission days, increased at this time al-so

(Kleivan 1966:49).

The new activities provided the Eskimos with easier

means to obtain the European goods they wanted, but while
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so doing they interfered with traditional seasonal

activities. The cod fishery replaced sunmer sealing and

caribou hunting and trapping, to a great extent, replaced

winter sealing (Kleivan ]-966259; Jenness 196522I). The

decllne in sealing and the consequent reduction in the

amount of meat available had serious ramifications for
the soclal and economic system. Seal meat, although not

lmportant as an item for trade, remained necessary for
subsistence and, slnce imported goods were not included

in traditional obligationsr'for gift exchange (Kleivan

L966:66). The decrease meant, therefore, a further
erosion of traditional relations and a greater dependence

on the trade for staples and clothing. Some areas of
participation in the European syste.m also demanded local
productlon of meat and were themselves affected by the

reduction. The new lifestyte of the Eskimos demanded

more dogs than had been traditionally required. The new

European-style singl-e-fami-1y house required wood for fuel,
and dogs i^Iere needed to help haul- the wood the increasingly
greater distances as closer supplies were exhausted

(Kleivan f966:41). Trapping was a particularly sì-gnificant

aspect of the new economy; fur prices were steadily

climbing and could bri-ng in a greater i-ncome than fishing
while not competing with this pursuit (Jenness 1965:ZB).

The setting and tending of trap lines required dogs, and
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greater numbers of dogs as the fur trade expanded. Thus,

while the need for dogs increased, the meat necessary to

maintain them decreased (Kleivan 1966:62; Jenness 1965:26).

The situation al Nain at this time (1860-1870) was

thus characterized by a decline in some of the traditional

activities of both men and women and an adoption of some

nei^r activities, most notably, fishing and trapping. Many

of the assumptions, values and measures of worth which the

Eskimos adopted as a resul-t of their interaction with both

missionarles and settlers were based on rthingsr European,

from wooden boats and firearms to aprons and accordians.

The new activities promised to be of more benefit to them

in obtaining the highly desired goods and maintaining the

new lifestyle that they had chosen. But while these

activities enabl-ed the Eskimos to realize some of their

new values, they placed a strain on the available meat

supply and may very well have exacerbated the competition

between traditional measures of worth and Moravian economic

values as these related to generosity.

The next few y"ä"" ( 1871-1874 ) were no! good.

either the Eskimos or the missionaries. In l-B7l-,

remained packed along the coast making cod fishing

impossible duri-ng the suilrmer. The autumn sealing,

would have provided some meat for the winter, also

a failure. The store, which had been increasingly
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credit since 1866 when financial difficulties necessitated

an internal reorganization of the trade, was forced to
provide very high credit to the Eskimos to prevent

starvation. As a result of this, however, the store was

i-n poor financial shape and resorted again to tightening
the credit facil-ities 1n order to avoid bankruptcy

(Jenness 1965t26,28; Kleivan 1966:83). For the Eskimos,

the general red.uctlon in credit meant a further l-imitation
on their access to highly valued European goods. In cases

where they attempted to avoid the limitations by trading
outside the mission, they risked finding their access even

to necessary products blocked since the missionarles

reserved the right to refuse all cred.it to anyone who took

that colrrse of action (Kleivan A966:85). The conflict
between misslonary and Eskimô which resulted from this
control over the trade was apparently furthered by the

belief of many Eski-mos of claims, made by independent

traders, that the mission was in reality a charity and

that the goods whi-ch they sold should more properly have

been distributed freely (Jenness L965:18).

During the year in which the movement occurred, the

limited access to goods and the inherent conflicts in the

situati-on were intensified by ecological, and medical

factors. In LBT3 the early formation of ice prevented

the autumn sealing, foxes were scarce, and ptarmigan,
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which had contributed greatly to subsistence in the winter

of 1871, 'hiere not abund.ant. In additlon t ãf influenza

epidemic, which kil-led two people, struck in the autumn

and must have sharply reduced the people I s ability to
engage i-n any economlc activities (P.4. 1874:197 ,20L) ,

l¡Iithin this already tense situati_on, the reaction of
the missionaries to the theft of some items from the store

became particularly significant and. was, in a sense, the

precipitant element in the appearance of the incipient
religious movement. The missionaries themselves noted

the importance for their rel-ations with the Eskimos of

the l-atterrs success or failure in acquiring naterial
goods, and they (tne mlssionaries) recognized the severÍ-ty

of the action they took in response to the thefts (P.4.

1874:I97). The closi-ng of the store at this time

competely blocked access not only to the European goods

which represented prestige and prosperity, but al-so to

those goods which had become necessities. The result was

not, as the missionaries had hoped, a return of the items

and an end to thefts, but a reaction by the community

against what was perceived to be an arbitrary exercise of

their coercive power. In calling for a meeting with the

missionaries to reconcile the situati-on, the native

assistants would seem to have been legitimately exerclsing

what little power they di-d have access to in their rol-es
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as intermedlaries responsible for presenting community

opinion. The missionaries, however, viewed it as an

unacceptable opposi-tion to their own authority (P.4. f B74:

198). The meeti-ng itself , while no d.etail-s of its content

are avallable from mission sources, must have resulted in
a public recognition of common interests and the need for
a cornmon resolution to what had previously seemed to be

individual problems.

This recognition of common probl-ems may itself have

contributed to the I splritual awakening I noted by the

misslonaries since this first expressed itself in the

holding of meetings at the house of one of the natlve

helpers who had organized the earlier meeting. These

meetings culminated on the night of 21-22 January in
religious activities led by two of the native helpers

ït seems clear that there 'hias some reinterpretatj-on of

the Christian ceremonies and symbols for l_ocal

significance, namely, the identification of a house-pos't

as the cross of Chrlst. 0f particular interest j-n thi-s

regard is the attaek on the dog which was supposed to be

Satan. V'lhi1e the missionaries seemed to have considered

this ridieulous, it is significant to note once again the

positi-on of dogs in the socio-economic system: they 'hrere

necessary in order to participate successfully in the new

system of values and actj-vities but required for their
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maintenance tradltionaL activlties. \{ithin such a context,

then, the dog might most approprlately be cal-led Satan and

driven out of the community.

The organization of the ceremonies, led as they were

by Eskimo assistants, indicates an underlying feature of

the movement, the question of privileged access to rewards.

While the people urere represented by appointed and elected

councils, it was the missionaries r âs indicated in their
closing of the store, who made.the decisions. Drawing on

what power was available to them, the assistants questloned

this privileged access to power. The conflict over the

store was reeonciled by the missionaries negotiating trade

arrangements with the people. This partial success in the

questioning of the missionari-es I power may have suggested

to the Eskimos that access to it need not be so privileged,

and in subsequent developments the assistants began to

take on the role of mlssionary itself.

Access to this was supposed. to be available to the

Eskimos. the kivgat, or appointed assistants, were to
provide a base for developing Eskimo ministers, but it
was not until 1945 that one of these began training
(Jenness 1965:5l-). \¡tithin the brief span of the movement,

however, the two assistants attempted to become religious
leaders and in so doing attempted to draw on the same

sources of religi-ous power: the Last Supper, the
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Cruci-fixion and the Pentecost, which the mj.ssionaries

emphasized in thelr teachings.

Iglulik l-920

The new religlon that Uming brought to Iglulik in
r92a spread among people who. had not had continuous direct
eontact with Europeans, either traders or missj_onaries.

They had been ind.irectly exposed. to new assumptions,

val-ues and ruLes and had adopted certain European goods,

but the conflict that characterized the situation at other
settlements, where neui and tradit j_onal val-ues and

activities were in constant oppositlon to each other, was

absent in lg1ulik. While the impact of European powers

was prlmarily indirect, it nevertheless had important

implicatlons for the measurement of worth, the allocation
of authority, and the maintenance of social control in
the traditional social system. WithÍn this situation,
the movement ïras an attempt to comprehend and control
these new powers and to reconcile the questj-on of an

appropriate measure of worth.

Parry, searching for the Northwest Passage in 1822,

is thought to be the first European to have had contact

with the lgluligmiut. At the time of his visit the Eskimos

were in possession of iron implements which they may have

indirectly obtained from the Hudsonts Bay Company ship at
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Fullerton Harbor (Damas 7963:20). HaI1, in search of the

Frankl-in Expedition and hoping to buy dogs at lglulik,

visited the area in 1867 (Ross 1960:f57). During the last
quarter of the 19th century, even though it would seem

that no whalers were operatlng in the immediate area,

European goods uiere very much 1n evidence there (Damas

1963:2l-); presumably these goods came through trade with
groups in direct contact with the whalers. One of these

groups was the Pond Inlet Eskimos or Tununirmiut. Boas

stated that Parry and Hall reported contact between the

two groups and he hfunsel-f asserted that they had long

visited and traded with each other, even before the

arrival of the Europeans (1964:J6,60; ]IOT:480). Pond

fnlet was also the site of one of the earliest trading
posts with which the lgluligmiut had direct contaet and 1t

was the area from which Uming came to Iglulik. The

importance of Pond Inlet for the development of the

situation 1n lglulik, then, requires a consideration of

the contact situation in that area.

Throughout the second half of the 19th century,

Scottish whalers operated in the Pond Inlet area; hal-f of

the whales taken by the Scottish fleet were taken there

(Jenness L964:B; Low L906259). Although they did not hire
Eskimos to work for them as did the Scottish and American

whalers in southern Baffin Isl-and, they did trade with
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them. In the 19th century metal and wood were the most

important European items in this trade (Boas 1964:58); by

the 20th century, the Eski-mos sought knives and ammunition

(Low 1906:58). The whale fishery off the Baffin Island.

coast closed by the end of the flrst decade of the Z}tln

eentury (Jenness 1964:12). Regular trading posts, however,

were established in the area starting in 1903; by I7ZO

there were five privately owned posts operating around

Pond Inl-et (Usher L7TI:L25; Jenness 1964:B). Slnce the

beginning of regular trading overlapped. with the end of
whaling, there would seem to have been no disruption of the

trade in European goods in the area.

In additi-on to the goods obtained. through direct
contact with Europeans around Pond. Tn1et, the Tununirmiut,

during the whaling era, most 1ikely obtained goods through

the Akudnirmiut of the Home Bay area with whom they

regularly traded (Mathiassen L92B:100,)"02; Munn I|ZZ:ZTO) .

This contact provided both direct and ind.irect access to
European goods. The Akudnj-rmiut were in contact with the

whalers on southern Baffin Island with whom they exchanged

food and services for guns, bread, rnolasses, tobacco and

other provisions (Boas f96tl:J); Jenness 1964:11); these

goods probably reached Pond rnlet through the traditional
contacts between the Akudnirmiut and the Tununirmi-ut. The

Tununirmiut also seemed to have made direct contact with
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whalers and the goods they offered, sinee a number of them

relocated, along with some Akudnirmiut, at Cumberland

Sound (Boas 1964:54 ) . The connections bewteen Pond. Inlet
and southern Baffin Island may also have provided. for the

introduction of aspects of European culture other than

material goods. The Anglican missionãr"yt Peck, established

a misslon at Blacklead Island in Cumberland Sound in 1894,

and it is from here that Peckrs syllabic Bibles reached

Pond Inlet (Mathiassen L92B:235). The effect of the

contacts on the regional economy Tas, as Boas (1964:58,60)

notes, the establishment of the Tununirm.iut, who controlled
the flow of European goods, 1n a position of trading
superiority over the Igluligmiut, who supplied dogs and.

skins in the Pond Inlet area. The avaÍ1abi1ity of European

goods such as guns and. knives in the area gave it an even

greater importance for trade than had traditionally been

the case.

Igluligmiut contact with Europeans and their goods up

until the early 20th century, then, was predominantly

through intermediary Eskimo groups. As trading posts

opened 1n regions adjacent to the Iglulik area, however,

the people began to make expeditions to them. Trade was,

as in the pre-trading post era, primarily to the north and

south, to the posts established at Pond Inlet, and 1ater,

at Repulse Bay. These expeditions took place in the
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spring (March, April and May) and usually involved slngle
nucl-ear fam1l1es or extended families based on two or three

brothers (Damas 1963:tI6).7 The replacement of whaling

stations by trading posts as the source of European good.s

and the shift towards direct trade with European agents

must have significantly reduced the rglurigmiut t s ability
to acquire the goods since their major exchange commodities

were either undesi-red by the traders, âs was the case with
dogs: or of exeeptionally low vaIue, as were caribou skins.

During the period in which the movement developed, the

effect of European contact, except perhaps for the movement

1tself, was primarily technological; other changes

developed largely internally as a result of technological
innovations. The 'introduction of the whaleboat and, more

lmportantly, the rifle had the potential to affect social
relations in the distribution system, in the prestige
system and i-n the aIl-ocati_on of authority.

Before its appearance at Ig1u1ik, the whaleboat had

been introduced at Repulse Bay, where it ttgreatly

facili-tated walrus and whale hunting among the

Aivilligmlut'r (Damas L963:2I), a people to whom Uming's

religi-on later spread. rn the rglulik region the whaleboat

itself was not 1n evidence until the late I920s; a skin-
covered wood framed open boat, smaller than, but modeled

ofl, the whaLeboat, however, had replaced the kayak by I92Z
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and accordi-ng to some lnformants r^ias better than the latter
for walrus hunting (Damas 1963:21-22). While the full
implications of the whaleboat for subsistence activities
and leadership patterns were not realized untÍl after 1930

(Damas I9æ224-2l,Chapter VI), the copylng of it suggests

that the years 1n which the movement became established

were part of a transj-ti-onal phase in social_ and economic

change in the region.

Of greater importance for the time period considered

here was the rifle, the introduction of which al the

begi-nning of the z}Ln century had. significant economic

and soci-al inplications. The rif l-e was initially used

only in the summer caribou hunt, and had the effect of

making the hunt both easier and more productive (Rasmussen

1930:56), and. of somewhat longer duration (Damas L963:116)

than had previously been the case. hihen shell-s were

avaiÌable, the caribou hunt coul-d provide enough food to
last the wi-nter. Ammunition shortages, however, were

frequent due to the distance from the nearest traders and,

since there was little emphasis on trapping, a lack of
furs to trade (Damas 1963222). Fox furs were the basic

unit in the trade and the Igluligmlut had few of them.

While caribou skins coul-d be traded, most of these were

needed for clothing. In addition, they were worth only

half the price of the lowest valued fox ski_ns (Low 1906:
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I52) and thus perhaps not profitable enough to warrant

transporting sufficient numbers the distance to the tradlng
posts.

The effect, and potential effect, of the rifle on

social relations far exceeded its effect, ãt least in the

first two decades of this century, on the economy. As

Chance notes in general concerning the ad.option of the

rifle 1n Esklmo hunting:

...it reduced the need for sharing
and cooperation among kin groups. . . .
It affected the prestige system of
the Eskimo hunters, and brought into
question the validity of the
traditional religlon by raising
doubts about the importance of
vari-ous ri-tuals and taboos connected
with hunting--and this questioning
of reli-glon in turn affected the
traditional means of social control
(L965256).

For the Igluligmiut, these effects of the rifle were

experienced primarily through the caribou hunt. The

traditional- techniques of caribou hunting in this area

required, âs among other Eskimo groups, the cooperation

of a number of hunters, each with specifi-c duties to

perform, and the observation of a number of rules of

behavior (taboos) at the hunting places in order to ensure

a successful- hunt (Rasmussen 1930 t56-57) . With the use of

the rifle, however, rrthe praeti-ce of dri-ving the animal-s

between rows of rocks (inuksuit) toward. waiting hunters
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and of kayak hunting in lakes were abandoned in favor of
less organized hunting..." (Damas 1969:119), and. the strict
rules of behavior concerning respect of the caribous r souls

coul-d likewise be aband.oned. The rifle also brought into
question the integrity of the hunters since success was now

dependent not so much on traditional ind.ividual skir-rs as

on the ability to obtain ammunition from the European

traders

In addition, specifi_c features of Igluligmiut socíal
and economic organization gave the rifle the potenti_al for
directly questioning basic patterns of socj-al- relations.
unlike the situation with other central Eskimo groups, sea

mammals were of prÍmary lmportance aLI year round in this
area (Damas 1963:22). This importance was apparent in the

late surnmer period of the 
"uu"onal- economic cycle d.uring

whic'h sears and walrus, as well- as caribou, urere hunted

(Mathiassen L92B:30). The major social characteristic of
thi-s two-month phase of the yearly cycle was a dlvi-sion of
labor by age on the part of the hunters. The old.er men

remained on the coast hunting seals and walrus whire the
younger hunters, probably those under thirty years of age

(Damas 1963:116), moved inland and across Fury and Hecla

Strait to pursue the caribou. The caribou hunt, even

though it provided the skins for winter clothing, would.
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seem to have been a secondary actlvlty since it.was the

walrus hunt that provided most of the food for the winter
settlements.

The division of labor during the summer reflected the

allocation of prestlge and authori-ty within rgluligmiut
society. The walrus hunt vras the domai-n of the ol-der

hunters, and as the primary activity, gave them greater

access than the youngé" *en to that prestige which derived.

from success at subsistence actlvitles. rn ad.dition,
dominance/subordinance relationships were important in
rgluligmiut society, and among consanguineally related
mal-es these relationships were based on generation and

relati-ve âg€, with the older being in the position of
superiorlty (Damas 1963:50-51) . Authority was further
a]located through the designation of one member of each

extended family, usually one of the order hunters, âs the

issumataq, with responsibility for making decisions within
the extended family. Each village also had an issumataq,

who was generally the leader of the largest resident kin
group (Damas 1969:128). Among the prerogatives of the
j-ssumataq was the distribution of food within the extended

family, which formed the minimar sharing unit within the

society (-Damas l-963:l-04). Food d.ivision among extended

families T/\ias regulated by the village issumataq (Mathiassen

19282209), but this may have occurred only in times of food
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shortage (Damas r972t233). The d.istribution of subsistence

products generally was limited to those families which

cooperated. in the activlties; however, t,the products of the

inland and coastal hunts were eventually shared by the

entire Iextended] family when the segments reunited in the

fal"l (Damas 1969 :I29) .

The younger hunters then, were in general, in a

position of subordination to the older men. Their access

to prestige was limited by the summer divisj_on of labor
which relegated them to a secondary subsistence activity,
and the products of this activity were pooled within the

extended family for distribution by the issumataq. The

rifle, however, increased the productivity of the caribou

hunt and wj-th sufficient ammunition, the younger hunters

could provide sufficient caribou meat to last their
families the winter (Damas l-963:22). By providi_ng the
younger men with the potential for substantially increaslng

their contribution to communlty subsistence, the rifle may

have provid.ed. them with access to a prestige that had been

the domain of older men and thus questj-oned the authority
structure of the society and the distribution system that
was tied to it.

trrihile the younger hunters experi_enced the impact of
European powers most directly, the presence of these powers

was of significance for the wider socio-cul-tural situation
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in the Iglulik region at the time of the movement. These

powers were represented by the Europeans, first the whalers

and later the traders, who were, even though somewhat

peripherally, present 1n the environment. Their economic

activities and related'technology gave the Europeans a

success, measured in terms of material- prosperity,

exceeding that of the Eskfunos. They controll-ed material

goods such as guns, ammunition and knives which, since they

made basic subsistence activities easier and more

productive, were of val-ue to the Eski-mos . The f act that

European economic success and control over goods was

attained without consideration of tradltional Eskimo rul-es

concerning the relations among people and between people

and their environment must have brought the traditlonal

rules and assumptions into question. The new powers

themselves must have been largely uncomprehensible to the

Igluligmiut r,,Iho, in the absence of mi-ssionarles or other

sources of sustained direct contact, had little access to

any vi-ew of the assumptions and rules ordering and

controlling European powers.

Uming was not from lglulik but from Pond. Inl-et, where

he had experienced more di-rect contaet with the Europeans

than had any of the fgluligmiut. He had also read the

Bible which had come from Cumberland Sound and on the basis

of his reading began to preach at Pond Inl-et. The religion
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which he brought to the ïgluIik region attempted to

comprehend and control- the sources and symbols of European

power and to establish a new social order incorporating

these powers. The new rul-es and symbols were derived from

observatlons of European activities and. from the Bible but

they were based in trad.itional. assumptions, rules and

activi-ties. The traditional basis of the new order is

apparent i-n most of the features of the movement.

Polygamy, a traditional measure of individual worth, and

spouse-exchange, a traditional alliance mechanism, were

maintained in the new religion. The crucifix was

specifically assimllated to the amulet as a source and

symbol of power (.Mathiassen I928t235); the whj-te flag may

have in part been viewed similarly. The community-wide

hymn sings had a clear precedent in the traditional

culture; only the content would seem to have changed. The

formal greetlng accorded those entering a village was

organized very much l-ike the tradj-tional- Central Eskimo

greeti-ngs of strangers. The position Umi-ng established for

himself i.n food distribution seems to have been an

expansi-on of the issumataq role, and the prohibition of

work on Sund.ay has paraI1els in the taboo system.

I¡lhile drawi-ng on traditional- forms .fo" the

interpretation and use of new symbols and activities, these

aspects of the movement al-so indicate the cr:eation of a new
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form of social relationship and new rules for the relations

between people and their environment. It is in these areas

that the effect of European powers, through the

introduction of the rlfl-e, vÍas of greatest significance.

The rifle affected the kinship based cooperative patterns

of hunting and the kinship and age based system of prestige

and authority as well as questionlng the traditional-

religious system as it related to success 1n subsistence

activi-ties. The social order proposed i-n the movement

seems essentlally to have been an attempt to resol-ve this

situation.

A major feature of the nevi social order was an

apparent reduction of the importanee of kinship ties in

economic and other activities and in community membership.

The white f1ag, while it might have been to some extent an

amulet, served to identify communities, which flew it on a

pole in the village, and individuals, who displayed it on

their sledges when travelling, âs members of the non-kin

based movement. If, as might have been the case, its use

was a resul-t of observation of European behavior, then it
might have further symbolized peabeful intentions, a

willingness to exchange, or at least interact wlthout

conflict, and a relative openness on thepart of communities

to non-kin visitors. This interpretati-on of the new rules

and symbols may be further substantiated by the form of
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greeting characteristic of communitles adhering to the new

religion. The traditional welcome for a stranger involved

the communityts lining up and one of its members engaglng

in a form of physical competition until ej-ther the resident

or the visitor was defeated, a welcome whichr âs Boas noted

in his descrlption of the event Q964:201), was not

conducive to establishing relations between different
groups. In the new form of greeting, recogniti-on and

acceptance, rather than conflict and competition, were

accorded the visitor, and this acceptance was marked by

handshakes, a European symbol of the reeognition of
personal worth, with each individual in the community.

The final aspect of the establlshment of a non-kinship

based social organization is found in Umingrs role as a

distributor of hunting products in Ïglu1ik. This would

seem to be an expansion of the position of issumataq to a

specialized role, but with a reduced emphasis on kinship

ties. The position of village issumataq was generally

accorded the leader of the largest resi-dent kin group.

Umingts group i-n lg1u1ik, however, consisted of two of his

brothers and the wives and chi-ldren of the three for a

total- of twelve people, while another indlvidual headed a

kinship network includ.ing 37 of the 74 residents in

Iglulik in I92L-L922 (Damas 1963:6L-62).

The other major question resolved in the movement
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concerned the effect of the rifle on the tradi-tional

religious system. The rifle brought into question not

only the taboo system, but also integrity and worth since

success i-n subslstence activities was based on the

observation of the taboo rules. The prohibition of work

on Sunday, although understandable within the traditlonaL

religion, r€placed the complex taboo system (Mathiassen

1928:236) with a simpler rule that was perhaps more in

keeping with the reductlon in the complexity of hunting

brought about by the rifle. These two questions,

concerning social organization and hunting rules, were of

most releyance to the younger hunters and their fami-lies

since the caribou hunt was the major area of chrange. That

this was the case is reflected in the membershi-p of the

movement. It was rejected only by some of the older men

and women (Mathiassen l-92B:235-236); the younger people

all- apparently became adherents of the new religion.

Home Bay 7921

For the participants in the movement which occurred

at Kivitung, near Home Bay, current assumpti-ons about

power and the ruLes and activities relating to it could

no longer guarantee the truth of things. These

assumptions, rules and activities viere suspended in

anti-cipation of a new order that was to come with the
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imminent end of the world. Although the specific content

of the expected new order has not been recorded, some

inferences can be drawn from the movement itself and from

the contact situation as to what it might have involved.

From the beglnning of the 19th century, whaling ships

were operating in Baffin Bay and Davis Strait and the

Akud.nirmiut (those Eskimos who lived. in the Home Bay area)

traded with them for wood and. metal (see above¡ pâge 126).

The latter item was used in maklng knives and harpoon

heads, and Boas (1964:63) reported. that durlng his work

there (1883-1884), he saw none of the traditional wooden

shafted, ivory pointed harpoons, only the new type made

with lron rods. The ability of the Akudnirmiut to carry

on a relatively intensive trade with the whaling ships

placed them in a superior position for trad.ing with
neighboring Esklmo groups. After 1850, however, except

for that part of the Scottish fleet which conti_nued to
operate near Pond Inlet, the whaling ships moved to
cumberland sound establishlng shore stati-ons and spending

the wlnter threre. The trade then intensified, with the

Eskimos receiving guns and boats for the goods they traded.

The whal-ers began to hire Eskimos, and to obtain the goods

that they had gror¡rn dependent oñ: the Akudnirmiut migrated

there to work (Boas 196\:58).

Life at the whaling stations during the lBBOs was
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described by Boas; the description which follows is from

his account (f964259-60) with add.itional information from

Jenness (1964:11). 't¡lhen the inland caribou hunting ended.,

the Eskimos returned to the whaling station in October to
work. They worked until the i-ce formed in late October,

and by the beginning of November the boats were put away

for the wlnter. Durlng the winter the men hunted and the

women made clothing (Jenness 1964:11). Sledges from the

stati-on went out to neighboring settlements and tobacco,

matches, coffee and bread were traded. Boas did not say

who the traders were, but it is likely that they i,.iere

Eskimos since Jenness remarked that the shore stations
rrretained a score or more IEskimos] in their service

throughout the entire year" (1964:11). At this same time

people from the surrounding settlements came to the station
to trade skins and blubber for lamps and cooking pots. At

the end of March the Eskimos temporarily resumed their
traditional activitles: hunting for young seals. lrihen that
work was finished, they began preparing for spring whaling,

digging out the boats and cleaning the harpoons, oars and

sai1s. By the beginni-ng of May the whaleboats were loaded.

on sledges and taken to the floe ed.ge for the start of the

spring whaling season. In July the whaling ended, and the

Eskimos went ini-and to hunt. For a half yearts work the

Eskimos were paid tr...a güñ, a harmonium or something of
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that nature, and a ration of provisions for their families,
with tobacco every weekrr (Boas l-9614.59). Jenness stated.

that the weekly ration included 4 f¡. of ship biscuit , 2t

]b. of molasses, i l-¡. of coffee and 4 plugs of tobacco

(1964:11). In return, the Eskimos, besides working on the

whaleboats, were supposed to provi-de the station kitchen
with part of every seaL they caught.

Except for the whalersr encouragement.to spend part

of the winter trapping foxes (Jenness L964:11), the

traditional seasonal activities of the Eskimos do not

appear to have been radically altered. For the part of the

year that they lived. at the whaling station they engaged. i-n

most traditional activities (with the possible exception of
spring fishing and bear hunting) although not to the same

extent as formerly. Their summers were spent as they had

always been. Materially, however, their life changed..

Metal- pots and pans ousted the cooking-
pots of stone; garments of cotton and
wool overlay and underlay the native
garments of fur; and summer tents of
canyas replaced the tents made from
seal- and caribou hides. The Eski_mo
hunters threw away their self-made bows
and arrows to equip themselves with
firearms, abandoned their hunting
kayaks, and their umiaks or travelling
boats, and adopted.-ETñ-ãlinker-bui1t
whaleboats . . . rr (Jenness 1964 :11-12 ) .

The adoption of the rifl-e here, âs in Ig1u1ik, must have

had the same implications for the social system that chance
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(t965:=6) indicated for the Eski-mo region in general:

through undermining patterns of cooperation and shari-ng 1n

subsistence activitles, the rifle brought into question the

prestige system and the traditional religion. Trapping, in

addition to modifying the seasonal economic cyc1e,

contributed to an increased individualism 1n economic

pursuits and, since the proceeds from Ìt were not shared

withln traditional patterns, must have affected the

prestige system (Hughes 1965:LT-18). The introduction of

European boats may also, if its effect here was similar. to

other areas in the Arctic, have brought about significant

changes in patterns of leadershi-p, cooperation and

ownershj-p ( Damas 1963: 150; Hughes 196 5 z17 ) ,

The effect of European contact on traditional

assumptions, rules and activities was not, however, limi-ted

to the questioning of these brought about by technological

innovations. The lntroduction of Christianity, beginni-ng

with the establishment of Peckrs Anglican mission on

Blacklead Island. in Cumberland Sound. in 1894, brought

European assumptions and rules into direct competition with

the traditional system. These assumptions and rules were,

at l-east overtly, those which underlied European activities
and also, therefore, the exceptional wealth of the

Europeans in comparison with the Eskimos. Christianity,
then, could have provided some measure of comprehension and
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control of the new powers and this may have, in part, been

responsible for the relative success of the mission. These

possibilitles were most like1y realized in large measure by

the assimilation of Chrlstian elements to traditional
concepts; Bibles, prayerbooks, crucifixes and prayers were

interpreted as amulets and incantations (Jenness 1964z6T;

above: Þâge 135). The mission, however, d.id give the

Esklmos access to one of the new European powers, reading

and wrlting. Peckrs mlssion made Bibles, wri-tten in
syllabics, available, and with them, instruction in how to
read and write. These skills, along with Bibles were then

passed from Eskimo to Eskimo throughout Baffin Island
(Low 1906:139-140). The great interest shown in learning
these skilIs would clearly seem to indicate an awareness on

the part of the Eskimos of a new power and a desire to
comprehend and control it.

ïn Jennessr view the end of whaling might have created

serious problems of survival for the Eskimo except for the

missions and the traders, especially the Hudsonts Bay

Company, whose presence mitigated the possibly d.isastrous

effects (1964:12). However, while the trad.lng posts may

have provlded necessary European goods, the traders

demanded furs in payment for them. No longer could the

Eskimos obtain goods by offering labor and seal meat as

they had done with the whal-ers; they now had to spend the
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winters trapping if they wanted to trade. Under these

circumstances it is doubtful whether they were abl-e to

acquire European goods to the same extent as they had

during the whaling period. Trading was also limited 'oy

the number of posts in the Akudnirmiut?s immedlate area.

Usher reported the presence of two trading posts in the

Home Bay area, one with uncertain dates of operation (I97L:

I25). The Hudsonts Bay Company did not open a post until
L921, and that i^ras at Pangnirtung in Cumberland Sound.

Jenness (196\:I5) saw the missionaries as providing a

stabilizing effect in the situation. They labored to make

converts but they also attempted to explain and interpret
problems v¡hich arose as a resul-t of the soeio-economic

ehanges the Eskimos were undergoing. In southern Baffin

Island they were obvlously successful: the Eskimos

converted. to Christianlty. At most settlements the

transition took place without the appearance of those

events generally called rellgious movements. This was not

the case, however, at Home Bay.

The movement which occurred i-n Kivitung during the

winter of l-92I-7922 arose in a situation characterJ-zed by

the presence of unordered powers and a questioning of

measures of worth. These unordered powers were manifested

in the changes whj-ch resulted from the close of the whaling

lndustry and the introduction of the tradi-ng post and
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mlssion. Since some of these changes reduced the ability

of the people to attain material prosperity, measures of

worth were brought into question. The resoluti-on of this
situation was the focus of the movement, and the attempted

resolution involved gaining control over the new powers

represented in the mission. 0n the basis of this control

the current set of assumptions, rules and activities, which

included both tradltional and. European elements, were

brought to an end and the beginnings of a new order were

establlshed

The attempt to control the unordered powers is most

clearly evident in the actions of Neakuteuk as founder and

leader of the movement. The source of European

comprehension and control of power was seen to be the

Bib1e, and the understanding of it was necessary for the

understanding and ordering of these powers. After an

intellectual struggle, punctuated by a blow to the head,

Neakuteuk c1almed this understand.ing and proceeded. to pui

it into effect. In simulati-ng the Crucifixion, he drew

on a symbol of power that in the European tradition marked

the creation of a neïi order to indicate the arrival of a

new order in Kivitung. His claim for control of these

powers was further demonstrated by his identifying himself

as God, and substantiated by his followers, who after his

death baptized themselves in his bl-ood and saw hi-m come
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back to life. As a result of his understanding of the

Blble and his control of Christian powers, Neakuteuk

announced the imminent end of the world and instituted

new rules in preparation for this end. Along with the

impending end of the world went a termination of the

current set of assumptions, ru.les and activities .

The declaration that henceforth there would be no

more husbands and wives suspended traditional marriage

rul-es as well as those introduced by the missionaries.

The measures of worth d.erived from these were likewise

suspended since polygamy was a measure of success and

prestige in the traditional system and monogamy was judged

to be the only worthy state by the missionaries. The

injunction to fast, the command, whÍch the people obeyed,

to kiII the dogs, and the reported psychological state of

the people all- lndicate a termination of the current

system. The injunction to fast declared traditional
subsistence activities and subsistence itself, that basic

level of integrity, inappropriate in the new order. The

killing of the dogs during the winter, the trapping season,

particularly underscores the termination of curcent

activities and measures of worth. Accord.ing to the RCM

Police report, the people $iere in an unusual psychological

state in tlnat they were not aware of the return of the sun

and rttheir mlnds were on their own camp onlytr. The
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movement of the sun during the course of the year marked

the changes j-n the seasonal- economic cycle and the seasonal-

changes in social groupi-ngs which went along with this

cyc1e. It would seem then, that even after Neakuteukrs

death the suspension of economic activiti-es and of

traditional social interaction continued.

The new order to be established with the end of thls

world had its beginnings presumably in the new rules and

new measures of worth which are apparent j-n the movement.

Neakuteuk enjôined the people not to marry, and in place

of the worth that derlved 'from marriage they woutd gai-n

new worth from rrloving one anotherfr. Two disciples and

three messengers were appointed; their apparently

unfulfilled responsibility was to spread the new religion.

Some members of the community engaged in what may be

termed. new activities: sending some people to their reward

and seeing that Neakuteukts new rufes were enforced. The

institution of the new roles indicated a new measure of

prestige and, perhaps, the creati-on of a hierarchy of

prestige going from Neakuteuk, to the disciples, to the

messengers and to the remainder of the followers. Another,

and possibly more important, measure of worth was rrhaving

the wind i-nside onert. That those who were in this state

hiere killed before they rrwent badf perhaps most clearly

points to the focus of the movement. The reward for
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attaining this condition of

from the current system and

come.

Belcher Islands 1941

The Belcher Island Eskimos had only been in contlnuous

direct contact with a representative of European power

since the establishment of a Hudsonts Bay Company post in

the Islands in 1933. They had, however, been exposed to

European assumptions, ru1es, activities and goods from the

mÍddle of the l8th century when they began to trade at the

mainland posts. Here they came into contact not only with

the traders and their economic system and material- goods,

but also, somewhat 1ater, with the missionaries attempting

to introduce Christianity. The Eskimos adopted European

goods and were , ãt least nominally, converted to the

Europeants religion. Although the contact with the

European economi-c system was neither extensive nor

lntensive, it had important implications for the

measurement of worth in this region of generally plentiful

subsistenee resources öut scanty trading resources.

Contact with the Christian religious system questioned the

traditional ordering of power since it resul-ted in the

introduction of new por^iers which were, âs presented by the

missionaries, more potent than the traditional- spirit
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powers. Both the question of measures of worth and the

attempt to comprehend and control power are central to the

Belcher. Island movement which, like that at Home Bay,

anticipated the termination of the present world and the

establishment of a new, more perfectly ordered one.

Before the 20th century, the population of the Belcher

Islands varied over the course of any one year. People

travelled from the mainland to the fslands and vice versa

1n order to take the best possi-ble advantage of the game

resources in both areas. In the Islands, seal and walrus

were abundant; on the mainland, carlbou and small game were

plentiful. By the beginning of this century though, with a

decrease in caribou and sea mammals on the mainland, the

seasonal mlgrations ceased and the population began to

stabilize (Desgoffe I955a:46). At the time of Flaherty

vlsit five of the twenty-five families were recognized

Islanders, Kittoktangmiuts; the rest were Itivimiut,

mainlanders, p€oÞle who emigrated. over the years from the

mainland for. various reasons (Flaherty 19i8.\55).

The geographical position of the Islands inhibited any

eontinuous, direct contact between the Eskimos and the

Europeans and almost all interaction between these groups

took place on the mainland during a short period of ti-me

every year. It \^Ias during these tri-ps to the mainland that

they had their first contact with Christianity. The
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history of missionary activity in the area has been

summarlzed by Honigmann (1962:10 ,69) , In the late 19th

century, E.J. Peck 1itera11y moved his church from Little
l{hale Rlver to Great Whale River, where the Islanders went

to trade. As part of his missionary activitles, he

introduced the syllabary and distri-buted religious works

printed in syllabics. From IB92 (o" 1894) until 1940 Great

hlhale Rj-ver was servlced by vi-siting missionaries whose

teachings were heard by the fslanders during their winter

vislts to the settlement. Missionary activity in the

Belcher Islands itself was limited to occasional visi-ts to
perform baptisms and marriages. An Eskimo catechist served

there for a winter in the 1920s, and l-ater Keytowieack, âo

IsLand.er who figured in the 1941 movement, became catechist
(Klnmond 1941c). fn 1940 a permanent missi-onary was

appointed to the Great l¡lhale River post and he was

responsible for the Belcher Islands as well-.

Interaction between the Eskimos and the traders began

at a much earl-ier date. Trading posts were established at

Richmond Gulf in 1749 and at Little Whale River in IT56 and

the Islanders went there almost every year to trade.

Desgoffe reported tlnal the goods traded by the Eskimos

included seal skins, skin boots, blubber and some furs; he

did not, however, indicate what they received in return
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(I955a:49). In 1847 and 1849, the Hud.son's Bay Company

sent a representatlve to the Belcher Islands (Flaherty

1918:447-448; Born 1970:4). He conducted a 'camp trad.er,

receiving furs, seal skins, ivory and handicrafts from the

Eskimos in exchange for European foods, tobacco, needles,

guns, ammunition, knives, fishhooks and some trinkets
(Born 1970:4). By l-B57 the post at Great Whale River,

which had only operated sporadically since 1813, began

permanent operations (Honigmann 1962:9). It became the

post to which the Islanders came every late winter when

conditions permltted their crossing the ice. In the early
20th century the Eskimos received the same types of goods

that they had in the earlier period in return for lvory,
and bear, seal and fox skins (Flaherty 1918:441). Guns had

replaced the bow and arrow and spear by about I9Ij (Freeman

196t4:58). This occurred in spite of the f act that the

Isl-ands were a poor trapping area, making it difficult for
the Eskimos to obtain furs of sufficient number and/oy

quality to punchase a gun (Flaherty I91B:44f).
Even though European goods were adopted, it appears

that the presence of the trading post did not change

traditional- economic activiti-es. The resources for
trapping being limited, the Eskimos had to work harder at

traditional- activities in order to have some goods to

trade (Uesgoffe L955a:49). The subsistence base of the
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Belcher Islands has been described by Flaherty (f9fB:

454-456). Sea mammal hunting was the most important

activity. Several species of sea1s, white whales and.

walruses were taken during different times of the year.

Many species of bird.s were caught and their eggs colIected.,

especially during the summer. Up untiL the late l-gt]n

century, when the migration routes of the caribou changed.,

these animals were hunted. They had been important not

only for thelr meat, but al_so for their skins, which were

used in making parkas

The economic situation of the fslanders i-n the 20t]n

century was quite poor. As a result of the disappearance

of the caribou, parkas had to be made of bird skins and

these were overly warm and excessively fragile (Flaherty

1918 2455-456). Although food resources seem to have been

adequate for subsistence, they did not provide much in
terms of goods for trade. The scarcity of marketable furs
was a major factor in limiting their ability to trade;
during the years 193T-1941, the number of fox furs traded.

each season averaged less than two for each inhabj-tant of
the Islarids (Desgoffe f955c:B; Freeman 196T:t58-159).

As a result they often lacked ammunition for their guns

(Desgoffe 7955n:6). The poverty of the Islanders in
comparison to other Eskimo groups was noted by the RCM

Police in their report for ]-920 (19212L6-22).
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In I92B an outpost, a store operating only in the

winter during the trapping season, was opened on Flaherty

Island, the central of the three large islands in the

archipelago. It was easily accessible to the people of

both the north and south camps of the island, the only

inhabitants of the archipelago. It proved to be

financially unsuccessful- and it was closed. The Hudsonts

Bay Company attrlbuted its failure to the inability of the

Esklmo in charge to organi-ze the trapping rather than to

the lack of foxes in the area (Desgoffe L955a250-5L,62).

In 1933, a post with a White employee in charge was opened

on Tukarak Island in the far eastern part of the Islands.

This area was extremely poor in resources; tt...Tukarak et

Ia region adjacente sont la partie Ia plus désheritée de

1rarchipel...t' (Desgoffe L955a:51). In splte of the low

resource potential, about one third of the population of

the Tslands moved from both the north and south camps on

Flaherty Island and settled near th'e post, forming a new

camp (Freeman l"96tl:158-159). This resulted 1n q change j-n

the seasonal migration pattern and in an overconcentrati-on

of people and ft. . . caused the people to increasingly lose

their acquired adaptation to the environmentrt (Desgoffe

L955b:15-16). These problems might have been al-leviated

by the .acquisition of new means of production such as motor

boats and nets, but the Eskimos were unable to afford
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these (Desgoffe t955a:59 ) . 
B

ïslanders had resulted in a change in the definition of

worth.9 Some good.s, such as guns and ammunition, became

essentiaL for attaining the basic integrity that derived

from success at subslstence activities while others, such

as tea and tobacco, became ind.icators of a new prosperity.

The archipelago was lacking in those animals whose pelts

brought the best prices in the trade, however, and the

Eskimos therefore had limited access to worth as measured

in these new terms. The locatlon of the trading post

ltself also limited access to worth since it drew people

away from traditional hunting areas to a region that was

poor in both trade and. subsistence resources. Poor sealing

1n the winter of 1940-1941 left the people barely able to

afford ammunj-tion and unable to buy tea and tobacco and

thus resulted in a further questioning of worth (Phi11ips

1956:119).

The situatlon within which the movement developed

involved, besides a questioning of worth, the presence of

unordered powers. These poi^iers were those spirits in
Christian belief, such as God, Jesus and Satan, about which

the Eskimos learned through missionary activi-ties. Through

sermons and various syllabic texts, the Christian spirits
were presented as more powerful than, and not subject to

-r54_
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the same order âs, the spirits in tradltional belief.

i¡ihile Eskimo spirits viere generally dangerous, the new

spirits were either good or evil and had the power to cause

eomparable behavlor in people. The effect of these new

powers on people continued even after death when, rather

than all individuals meeting the same fate (except for

those who died in hunting or childbirth), some would enjoy

a paradi-se and others a hel1. Beyond this, the new spirits

had the power to bring about the end of the present world

and establish a new one which would be clearly ordered

between the good and ev11. The ord.ering and. und.erstanding

of these powers, however, remalned largely the prerogative

of the missionaries. For the Esklmos access to

comprehension and control was limited to the activities of

the catechist, the acceptance of Christian moral

categories, and the use of Satan to account for evil

behavior (Honigmann 19 6Z:69-TO). The millenarian emphasis

in mi-ssionary teaching and in the New Testament apparently

contributed to a general expectation of the Second Coming

(Phillips 1956:II9); the j-mminence of this event was the

subject of discussion prior to the beginning of the

movement (nCU Police 1942:13). That the appearance of a

meteor, a phenomenon which they must have observed before,

was interpreted as a sign of the mil1enium (Kinmond f941a)

further indicates the Islandersr anticipation of the end
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of the world.

fn a situation then, of questloned worth and unordered

powers, Ouyerack proclaimed himself Jesus and announced the

imminent Second Coming. The movement which developed out

of Ouyerackrs claims and other Islanderst expectations was

an attempt to change this situation through the

comprehensÍon and control of the new powers and the

termination of the world as it was. l^lith the end of the

present worl-d, Christ was expected to establ-ish a nehr

order. The assumptlonsj rules and activities which were to
characterize the new order were not specificalry consj-dered

within the movement as far as the data would indicate.
These were, perhaps, sti1l to be revealed since the

religious books pertaining to the present ord.er had been

burned 1n anticlpation of the arrival of new books at the

millenium (Kinmond 194]b). New activities involvlng
prayer and hymn meetings were, however, establ_ished in
preparation for the Second Coming, and a major aspect of
the new order was apparent in the behavior of the

participants. Some of the people killed their dogs and

destroyed their rlfles since these would no longer be

needed; necessary work was also neglected since the second

Comi-ng was at hand (nCU Police L9)12:.l-4; Honigmann L96Z:

69rTO). In the nei^r order, then, questions of worth would.

would be resolved; all goods would be provided and al-l
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needs satisfied without the necessity of work.

For the participants, the movement ltseIf provided a

measure of worth. Those who accepted Ouyerack?s clai-ms

were classed. with the good. and would. partake in the

millenium while those who opposed the movement were

t d.eviLs t and destined. f or hell. Through membershlp 
",in 

the

new reli-g1on people also affiliated themselves with those

1n the group who had the greatest prestige, Ouyerack and.

Sala. Ouyerackts prestige was high, but recently acquired;

he became religious leader as a result. of the movement.

Sala was already headman of the ca:np, and identification of

him as God added to his prestige. The folowers t

affiliations were not limited only to participation in the

movement, but also i-nvol-ved the formation of partnershi-ps

through spouse-exchange al-liances within the groLip (Guemple

Ig72t76). These exchanges also contributed to prestige,
particularly for Ouyerack who was involved in four of them

(Kinmond 194lc), since exchange marriages were treated as

polygamous uni-ons in the Belcher Islands (Guemple L9T2:60,).

Ouyerackrs and Salars claim to divinity, and the

acceptance of it by most of the people in the settlement,

can be seen as an attempt to comprehend and control the

unordered powers present in the situati-on. The ordering

of the Spirits of God and Jesus, however, seems to have

been largely based in the traditional- religious system.
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Ouyerack, a shaman, was claiming control over a spirit

power in much the same manner as control over a traditional

spirit woul-d have been established. He announced. that the

spirit of Christ had entered him and that he was therefore

in possession of the powers of that spirit (Phillips l-9562

119-120). Among these powers was apparently the ability

to clearly identify good and evil in preparation for the

m1l-lenium. Through this power, comprehension and control

of Christian spirits was extended to Satan, the enemy of

the spirits which Sala and Ouyerack clai-med to be. Evil

was identlfied as doubt of, or opposition to, Ouyerack and

Sala. Unlike the movement which occurred at Home Bay where

the good were sent to their reward., it was those declared

evit who were killed here. One of these was Keytowieack;

who, as catechj-st, held what limited access to Chrlstian

power was available to Eskimos. Ouyerack and Sala

challenged this por^rer, and claimed greater control than

was available to a catechist (Kinmond 1941c).

Keytowieackrs refusal to join the movement led the

participants to identify him as Satan and to attempt to

gain control- over this spirit by killing him.
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ESKIMO RELIGTOUS MOVEMENTS:

COMPARATIVE ANALYSTS AND CONCLUSION

A comparison of these seven re11gi-ous movements seems

to indicate some regularity in the processes of their

development. This processual regularity can be divided

into a. sequence of developmental phases or stages. The

analyses of the development of religious movements proposed

by Burridge ( 196 9:]165-]17O) and \¡lallace ,1956:268-275) have

both contributed to the identification of developmental

stages in the analysis of Eskimo religious movements

offered here.

The emergence of a movement is preceded by the

development of a situation i-n which integrity is brought

into question. Such a situation involves the presence of

manifestations of powers outside current comprehensi-ons, a

questioning of current modes of measuri-ng worth, and it

may involve differential access to the measures of worth.

It is during this first stage that individual attempts at

resol-ving the question most likely occur. In cases of

European contact and dominance this resoluti-on may take

CHAPTER V

Comparative Analysls
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the form of aceeptance of i-ncorporation into the European

economic and value systems. Such incorporation flâV ¡ as in

the case of the movements studied, result in a further

development of the situation in which integrity is brought

lnto doubt. The second stage, which extends over part of

stage one, is a perlod of communication among the members

of the community during which Índividuals become aware of

common problems and the need for a cornmon solution.

Disc.ussion may center on possible solutions. The

development of the movement itself is the third stage.

There is an initial period of conception involving

communication of the proposed. rul-es, activities and

assumptions by the initiators of the movement and the

organization of the members of the movement. This is

followed by a period of expansion of the movement, based

on proselytism, beyond the limits of its initial

organization. The developmental processes outlined here

could come to a conclusion at any of the stages in the

sequence; th-e first and second stages have often existed

without the appearance of a movement. In the cases

considered, however, the stage of initlal- organization, ãt

least, had been reached.

In some cases there is lirnited or no data on the

content, or even the existence, of one or more of the

processual stages; however, the movements seem to have
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general-ly followed this sequence. There is a good deal of

variation in the content of each stage in the sequence in

each of the movements. Similarities and differences exist

in terms of the specific nature of the situation in which

each developed, the new activitles, rules and assumptions

proposed in each of the movements, the processes and

structures of organization of each, and the conclusion to

which each came. This regularity and. variab j-Iity wi-l1 now

be considered in terms of each of the stages in the

developmental sequence outlined above.

The first stage in the formation of a movement, that
of the development of a situation i-n which integrity was

brought into question, was characterized in each of the

cases by the manifestations of powers outside current

comprehensi-on and control. The presence of these new

powers was primarily a result of _contact with the European

economic and religious systems, but it was also related to

ecological changes occurring both independently and as a

result of European activities.
In the areas where a traditional- world view and ethos

stil1 held some validity al the time of the movement, the

presence of European good.s and technology was significant

in the development of a situation involving new unordered

powers. The Europeans brought with them boats larger than

the Eskimos coul-d build, guns which would kiII game more
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effectively than traditional weapons could and without the

necessity of observing tradit j-onal hunting rul-es, and

subsistence and luxury goods which, initially at Ieast,
appeared to require no activitles to produce them. In
addition to the effects of these material manifestations

of power, the activities of the Europeans also brought

into question the traditional orderlng of power.

At Sukkertoppen, Iglulik, Home Bay and. the Belcher

Islands, the Europeans with whom the Eskj-mos were in
contact did not engage in any subsistence activities, but

were, rather, i-nvolved in trading, whaling, prosetytizíng

and, to some extent, aLtempting to establish political

control over these areas. European economic and political

activities, however, took place outside of, and without

regard for, Eskimo rules and assumptÍons. The success of

these activities, as indicated by the apparent

technological superiority and material prosperity of the

Europeans, represented powers not accounted for wj-thin

current comprehensi-ons, and thus questioned the traditional-
order.

In Frj-ed.richstal, Nain, Godthaab and, to a l-esser

extent, Sukkertoppen, a Christj-an world vlew and ethos had

significantly suppLanted the traditional system but had

not entj-rely replaced it. In these areas, power not

comprehended and controlled was present in the social,
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economic and po1it1cal control exerted by the Danes and the

Moravlan mlssionarles. Uncomprehended power, which was not

related, or only indirectly so, to the Europeans and which

was manifested in a depletlon of traditional- subsistence

resources was also present. At Sukkertoppen and Nain, the

misslon policy of populatlon settlement 1ed to a reduction

of game 1n these areas, while a gradual climatic change

resulted in a decline in seals and an increase in fish in

the coastal waters of Fri-edrichstal and Godthaab.

Of relevance in all the situations was the

introduction of Christianity and the continuing activities

of the missionaries. Through these activities new powers,

including the various spirits in Christian belief and.

European conceptions of good and evil, became an essential
part of the developing situations. For the Esklmos, the

Christian world view and ethos presumably underlay

Europeanst activities as wel-1 as their material prosperity;

acceptance of Christianity, therefore, offered a

possibility for comprehension and control of the new powers

present in the situations. This may have been a

contributing factor 1n their conversion to Christianity;

access to this comprehension and control-, however, remained

thr-e domain of the Europeans.

Such manifestati-ons of unordered þowers resulted i-n a

questioning of current measures of worth in all of the
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situations. Contact with the apparent material superiority
of the Europeans reduced the signifieance of traditional
worth as measured by material prosperity based on success

in hunting. European goods, both utilitarian and luxury,

became part of a wider definitlon of integrity. The

attainment of these new measures of worth, however,

required lnvolvement in the European economic system, and

this invoLvement further questloned the measures of worth.

The introduetion of European technology and trade into
the hunting economy directly affected the traditional-
activities, rules and assumptions on which individual worth

as well as prestige and authority within the group were

based. The rifle was of particul-ar significance j-n lglulik

and of import also in all the other cases except

Friedrichstal and Godthaab. As a result of its use,

traditional patterns of cooperation and l-eadership were

undermined, the validity of traditional rules concerning

the relationship between humans and their environment was

questioned and traditionaL abilities were no longer

requisite for success i-n hunting. Trapping, the primary

mode of access to European goods in the Canadian

situatioos, altered the traditional economic cycle and

furthered the emphasis on indi-vidual abilities and

actlvities initiated by the use of the ri-fle.
The declj-ne of sealing at Sukkertoppen, Friedrichstal,
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Nain and Godthaab contributed to the questioning of worth

since success at this activity was, even after European

col-onization, a significant criterion on which worth for

male Eskimos was based. In these areas also, the nature

of European forms of social, political and economic control

were in opposition to Eskimo forms of control, and further

questioned traditlonal patterns of prestige, authority and

leadership.

All the areas except lglulik experi-enced direct

contact with European religions through the actlvities of

the missionaries. l¡fhere this contact was intensive and

extensive, as in Greenland and Labrador, it directly

affected tradltlonal values and measures of worth. The

Danish and Moravian missionarles actively opposed the

Eski-mo emphasis on sharing and generosity as qualities of

worth and prohibited song duels and other competitive

activities through which worth could be demonstrated and

prestige gained. Their view of shamans, and the treatment

they accorded. these trad.itlonal rellgious leaders, also

undermined tradltional worth, prestige and authority. Ïn

all the si-tuations involving direct missionary activity,

the Christian value placed on monogamy questloned polygamy

as an indicator of worth and spouse-exchange as an

expression of successful cooperation. 0f general

significance for the question of an appropriate measurement
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of worth was the European Christian conception of good and

evil. In the traditional order there may have been varying

degrees of worth; under a Christlan world view and ethos a

di-chotomy was drawn between activities, values, beliefs,

and people which were worthy and those whj-ch were not less

worthy, but unworthy.

The situations at Sukkertoppen, Friedrichstal, Naln

and .Godthaab were characterized by an extensive

incorporatlon of j-ndividuals into a European economic and

religlous system. This sharing of rules and assumptions,

however, did not result in a sharing of access to the

measures of worth implied by the rules and assumptions.

In the first three situations, administrative, missionary,

and tradlng practlces limited the ability of Eskimos to

obtain goods to which Europeans had ful1 access.

Government and misslon policies were even intentionally

di-rected al limiting Eskimo access to certai-n goods by not

allowing them to be sold or by instituting a sel-ective

pricing system that made these goods exceptionally

expensive. The colonization of Greenl-and tended to create

new economic activities, but the Esklmos were effectively

barred from non-subsistence jobs other than those of

servant, unskilled laborer or midwife. ïn the religious

organization in all four situations, the Eskimosr access

to authority and prestige was limited to the role of
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catechist.

Data on the second stage is available only for the

movements which occurred in Friedrichstal, Nain, Godthaab,

and the Belcher Islands. For the other movements there is

no information, either positive or negative, concerni-ng a

period preceding the conception of the movement during

which i-ndividuals discussed the current situation and

possi-ble resolutions. At'Nain these discussions were

focussed in a community meeting concerning the sudden

closing of the store by the mj-ssionaries, whil-e in the

Belcher Islands the imminence of the mil-lenium had been a

topic of dlscussion for some time prior to the start of

the movement.
'The thlrd stage in the developmental sequence was

characterized generally by an announcement of proposed new

ru1es, activities and assumptions which were to provide

the basis for a ne'hr, more satisfying orderi-ng of human

relations. Additions to the initial announcement often

were made during the course of each movement I s development.

These announcements, in the case of Sukkertoppen,

Friedrichstal, Home Bay and the Belcher Islands, were based

on revel-atlons. The information available indicates a

less dramatic basis for the beginnings of the other

movements. The content of the proposed new orders varied

greatly since it was this aspect of the movements that was
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most directly related to the differing situations in which

they developed. ïn Friedrichstal, Home Bay and the

Bel-cher Islands the new order was to be estabU-shed with

the end of the present world; the other movements exhibited

much l-ess a millenarian ideology.

All of the movements except those at lglulik and

Godthaab involved some form of orgiastic or seemingly

impulsive behavior such as sexual promlscuity, the

sel-f-infliction of wounds, visionary experiences and

uncontrolled weeping and laughing. Burridge (L969:

ß6-169) has suggested that such activities indicate a

perlod of no rul-es which must be experienced both as a
clearing of the old rules and as a test of the viability
of the movementrs new rules before the nevi order can be

establl-shed. Such may be the case here, but in large

measure these activities also appear to be part of the new

order itself r âs with Neakuteukrs injunctj-on of
promiscui-ty: or symbols and rites of the new order, as in

the case of the self-infliction of wounds in the

Friedrichstal- occurrence .

The processes invol-ved in the initial organization of

the movements seem to have been based on the then current

patterns of leadership and socj-al organization in each of

the situations. In most, the i-nitiators of the movements

drew on the role of shaman as the basis for their
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leadership; this is particularly apparent in the movements

at Sukkertoppen, Home Bay and the Belcher fslands. The

traditional role of issumataq as social- and economic leader

and dlstributor of food. was of significance in the patterns

of leadership established at Iglulik and, to a somewhat

Lesser extent, ãt Sukkertoppen. In the other instances'

European model-s of social and. reli-glous leadership,

parti-cularly the role of missionary, were important for the

development of leadership in the movements.

The organizational structure of the movements,

however, seems to have varied from the otganizational

patterns present j-n the situatlon at the time of the

movement in a number of cases. At Home Bay a somewhat

elaborate hierarchical structure was created; in Tglulik

Uming organized. his followers on a non-kÍn basls; and. in

Frj-edrichstal the establishment of a community exeluding

Europeans was proposed. The movement that began at

Godthaab, however, was based. on congregations apparently

not unl-i-ke those of the Danish Church, and in the Belcher

Islands traditional spouse-exchange relationships were

established among the members of the movement.

After this period of initial organization, all of the

movements, excluding that in Naj-n, were characterized by

attempts at the expansi-on of membership beyond the limits

of the communities in which they l^iere first established.
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Except for the Godthaab movement, these were based on

proselytism and generally met wi-th some success.

Missionary activities were planned in the Home Bay and

Friedrichstal movements, but were never actually

und.ertaken.

All of the movements considered here reached at least

the stage of initial organization; some, however, collapsed

soon afterwards while others were of longer ¿uration and

had more di-scernible effects. The movement al Nain was the

shortest-llved, ending withln a few days of the

establishment of the missionaries' Eskimo assistants as

l-eaders. Throse which occurred at Friedrichstal, Home Bay

and the Belcher Islands each l-asted for less than a year

and experienced little or no expansion beyond their initial

membership. At Sukkertoppen a viable community based on

the new religion was formed and apparently continued for a

few decades after the beginning of the movement. The

movements which began at Iglulik and Godthaab were perhaps

of greatest duration in terms of their effects. Damas

(L963226) considered Uming's movement the basis for

contemporary Anglicanism in the Melville Peninsula, while

the Godthaab movement was instrumental i-n the

transformation of the Danish Churchts Greenland Mission

into the Church of Greenland.
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While these movements might be judged as successes or

fail-ures on the basis of the criteria of duratlon, extent

of membership and aftereffects, such evaluations are not of

relevance in the analytical framework considered here. The

primary focus in the analysis of each movement has been the

situation 1n which the movement arose; the movements

themselves are vlewed as responses to these situations.
Considered as experiments in gaining comprehension and.

control of a changed soclo-culturaI situation and in
finding an attainable definition of worth appropriate to
that situation, the movements are all, in a sense,

successful since al-l could have contributed. to an

understanding of the nature of the changed situations.

Conclusion

There have been few anthropological considerations of
Eskimo religious movements, and those which have been

written are relatively sÍ-mplistie 1n their analyses. In
Arctic ethnology, descri-ptions of movements have, for the

most part, been limited to brÍef summaries contai-ned i-n

works of wider ethnographic or ethnohistorieal perspectj-ve.

Analysis has been limited to even briefer comments, and.

the movements have been interpreted, in an u.nspecified wâV:

as reflecti-ons of periods of ecological crisis or as the
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result of misinterpretation of missionary teachings. In

general studies of religious movements, Iittle attention

has been given to Eskimo movements. fn the few major works

in which references to any appear, the analyses, if offered

at all-, are of l-imited perspective. Reference to the

movements in these works appears to be given so1e1y for
geographical completeness. Considering the literature,

there have not been, in particular, detailed studies of

any movement 1n specì-fic relation to the situation in

which it developed.

The present study was primarily a response to this

lack of research on the topic. It is the first

comprehensive consid.eratlon of Eskimo religious movements

and, as such, contributes to both Arctic ethnology and the

study of religious movements in general. This work

entail-ed research and analysis directed at three alms.

The first was to compile, âs completely as possible,

deseriptions of those seven movements for which reasonably

adequate data were avail-abl-e. The second aim was to

provide a detailed and comprehensive analysis of each

movement in relati-on to the total sit.uation 1n which it

occurred; the third was to provid.e a comparative analysis

of the processes of development of the seven movements.

In this study, the movements have been defined as

attempts to estabfish, in whole or in substantial part, a
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new religious system incorporating a new worl_d view and

ethos. This definition was derived from Burridge's (1969)

and Geertzrs (1957) views of religion and. reflected. the

nature of the movements themselves. The data on the

movements indicated that each invol-ved the creation of a

system of religious rituals and symbols; a concern for the

nature of the worl-d, and more speciflcrlty, for the

ordering of power within the world; and the proposal of

rul-es regulating the relationships among people and the

relationships between people and their world. Given the

nature of the movements, then, analysis was directed
primarily at the identification of relationships
significant to the questioning of the current world vÍew

and ethos in the situation in which each movement

deve 1oped.

The general analysis of millenarian movements proposed

by Burridge Jg6g) provided the basis for the development

of a conceptual framework which ioould contribute to the

identification of such signiflcant relationships. ïiithin
this framework, the situations in which the movements

occurred were found to involve a "o*plu* ""t of

environmental, social, economic, political, and religious
factors. These factors brought into question the

traditj-onal or current world view and ethos by presenting

powers not ordered within current comprehensions and by
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questioning current defj-nitions of, and undermining access

to, worth and integrity. The movements themselves were

viewed as responses to these situations, and specific
features of the movements were identified in relationship
to specific features of the situations. Each movement was

also interpreted as an attempt to establish a more

satisfactory ordering of the world and more satisfactory
and attainable measures of worth and integrity in a world

so ordered.

The val-ue of this approach is perhaps best

demonstrated in the individual analyses of the movements.

ït has contributed, through its focus on world view and

ethos, not only to the identification of signifi eant

factors in the situationS in which the movements occurred,

but also to the identification of the processes through

which these factors became significant. In specifie terms,

the productivity of this approach is apparent in comparison

with previous analyses of Eskimo. religious movements.

Rather than seeing them as reflections of ecologi-cal

crises, it has contributed to an understanding of how

changes in faunal resources i^iere, through their wider

social- and cultural effects, related to the occurrence and

nature of each movement. Rather than seeing J_n the

movements misinterpretations of missionary teachings, it
has indicated how such teachings brought the traditional
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world view and ethos into question and contributed to the

development of new assumptions and rules concerning the

nature of the world.

The situations in which the movements arose, however,

are not presumed to be directly causal to the movements,

since similar situations have developed in Greenland utq

the Candian Arctic wlthout the occurrence, or at I'east the

recorded occurrence, of a religious movement. As viewed

here, these situations involved environmental-, social, and

cultural- changes which brought into question a traditional

or current worl-d vÍew and ethos and thus made the

occurrence of a movement possible. In bringing world vi-ew

and ethos into question, these changes brought into

existence a set of eompeting assumptions about the nature

of the world and the distribution of power within it,

competing rules governing the relations among people and

between people and their environment, and competing

definitions and measures of human worth and integrity.

Each of the movements, then, represents an attempt to

resolve this competition through the establishment of a

nevü, satisfactory world view and ethos integrated in a net,.l

religi-ous system.
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1. Both Spencer (1959:296-298) and Gubser (1965:56-57)

dlscussed the concept rrwiivaksatrr or rroivaksãt",

respectively, among groups of Alaskan Eskimos and

attributed it to contact with missionary teachings.

This possible religious movement, as well as any

others which may have occurred in Alaska, will not

be included in this thesis.

2. ïn this aceount, the year in which the movement began

and the order of the events which occurred follow
Ostermann (t9Z9b :3 22-32)+) .

NOTES

a Honigmann, finding a contradiction in these two

statements, declared that 'tlin a nonf ormali zing social
system like that of the Eskimo...sueh i-ncongruent

forms of belief could coexist (1962:70). However,

it is quite possible that there is no inherent

contradiction in these statements. As Phillips

reported, Ouyerack said, trJesus i-s comi-ng. His spirit

has entered into me. ï am Jesus telling you of the

One who is to comett (1956:119). This statement might

suggest that Ouyerack was Jesus only in so far as

Jesus spoke through him (Ouyerack) to announce his

olrn coming.

Carpenter (l-g71:164-165) suggested that the entire4.
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Eskimo behavioral environment is defined: or realized,

in terms of action and that the language itself

identlfies things primarily in relatj-on to the actions

in which they participate.

Weyer stated. that in Esklmo belief the destination of

the soul after death was dependent upon the rfaccidentrl

of the manner of death and not upon moral conduct

(1939t253). It would appear, however, that the

destination was related to moral conduct since a

special status was accorded the souls of those who

died while engaged 1n morally prescribed and dangerous

activities such as hunting and childbirth. Lantis

suggested that ilperhaps the belief was an expression

of esteem for those who lived vigorously and were most

likely to die by accident" (1950:326).

Considering that one of the functions of the Boards

of Guardians, or municipal councils, created in l-857'

was to regulate disputes concerning inherltances, it

might be lnferred that the European economic system,

characterized by accumulation and.prlvate property,

was beginning to supersede the Eskimo one at least by

the middle of the 19th century (Jenness 19672149).

Damas proposed tlnat these expeditions may have had a

disruptive effect on the structural relations in

Igluligmiut society. This may well have not been the

tr

6.

7
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case since, as Damas himself noted (196J:20) this was,

in the traditional economy, the time of utuq sealing

for whi-ch the large winter communities usually broke

into smaller units based on two hunters.

This state of affairs conti-nued even until the 1960s.

Freeman reported that one of the reasons for the use

of kayaks at the time of his vislt was the inability
rr...to flnance any sustained. change to motorized.

hunting boats r' (f964 : B1) .

. Access to European goods was apparently of such

importance that when told in 1943 that the trading
post in the Islands would be elosed they decided to

move to the mainland (RCM Police 1943:51).

B.

o
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